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Abstract: Let (P, M, x, G) be a principal fiber bundle. In the first section of this paper, we consider 
the Frkchet manifold ‘PP of smooth paths in P along with important Frkchet submanifolds such 
as the space ‘PU, P of paths in P which emanate from some fixed point uo E P and the space 
x:,(L,,M) of paths at ZLO in P which project to the set L,,M of loops of M at zo = A(UO). 
These Frkchet manifolds of paths of P are principal fiber bundles over corresponding path spaces 
of M with structure group a subgroup of the Frkchet Lie group of paths in G. The main result 
of Section 1 asserts that each connection of P induces a global section of the principal bundle 
P,,O P + ‘P,,, M and also of the bundle 7r:,, (L,,M) + L,, M. These sections may be used to 
show that both path bundles are trivial in the strong sense that they factor in the category of 
FrCchet manifolds. Section 2 considers connections on various principal bundles of paths of P 
such as PP, P,,,P, x&(PzOM) and 7r:,(Lz0M). C onnections are defined as they usually are on 
any principal bundle except that the set of horizontal vectors H-, at a path y is required to be a 
C”(I,IW)-submodule of the tangent space at y for y in PP, PuOP, x&(PZOM) or x&(L,,M). 
We show that generally connections in this context define, along each path y in P, a set of 
“horizontal” subspaces of P with the assignment of “horizontal” spaces along one path generally 
differing from the assignment of “horizontal” spaces along another path even when the two 
paths share common points of P. We characterize which connections on path space are induced 
from connections on P. We use the triviality of PUO P -+ P,,M to obtain an easy criterion for 
defining connections on P,, P and its submanifolds. In Section 3, we show how the idea of a 
“connection” as introduced by Polyakov fits into the present context and characterize which 
connections on P,,O P may be obtained from a function from 7’(PU0 P) into the Lie algebra of G 
as in the Polyakov case. 
Keywords: Path space, loop space, FrCchet manifolds, connections, gauge fields, chiral Yang-Mills 
equations. 
MS classification: 58D15, 53605; 53C80. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to provide a conceptual framework to serve as a founda- 
tion for a number of investigations in theoretical physics. The kind of physics suscept- 
able to such techniques center around ideas which utilize a path approach to gauge 
theory. Beyond the general considerations required to find a proper context for the 
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Feynman integral, there are some specific issues in physics which may be amenable 
to techniques using the geometry of path spaces. In particular there are strong sug- 
gestions by Balachandran [2] and Balachandran, Gomm, and Sorkin [3] that the path 
space may be fundamental in certain theories of quantization. Moreover following the 
initial formulation of gauge theory in terms of the space of paths by Yang [27] and Wu 
and Yang [26], Horvithy has shown how to implement the path space formalism in 
a detailed study of the non-abelian Aharonov-Bohm effect [lo]. Further work relating 
these ideas to monopoles occurs in Ill]. In addition to these investigations there is 
some hope that connections on path spaces may provide some geometrical insight to 
certain aspects of anyon physics via geometric phases such as the Berry phase (see [22] 
and [25, pages 21, 25, 451). This last statement is somewhat speculative, but will be 
the basis of future research by the author. Finally, there has recently been a flurry of 
activity utilizing the loop space of a manifold and Ashtekar variables, to obtain a new 
approach to quantizing gravity (see [12,15,16] and undoubtedly others of which we 
have no knowledge). Certainly this work is of interest in the present context and will 
also form the basis for future work applying the results of this paper. 
Two papers more closely connected to the present work is the paper of Polyakov [al] 
in which the idea of a connection on loop space was first put forth and various versions 
of [23] which were made available to the author by Stasheff. The latter work is not 
directly linked to our results, but it has formed the basis of ongoing speculation as to 
the appropriate geometric arena for string theory. The paper by Polyakov has raised a 
number of issues having to do with the problem of finding a more rigorous context for 
the idea of a connection as initiated there. A number of authors have dealt with this 
problem either directly or indirectly. In particular we mention the paper by Friedrich 
and Habermann [5], Gross [8], and our own paper [7]. 
The relationship between the present paper and [7] is discussed briefly in our conclu- 
sions at the end of the paper. Some comments are appropriate regarding the relationship 
between [8] and the results obtained here. For the most part Gross does not work on 
a principal bundle P preferring instead to consider curves in the base space of a vector 
bundle E. It is clear that certain of his ideas can be formulated on a principal bundle 
and he asserts that this is so, but on page 18 of [8] w ere this possibility is suggested it h 
is clear that he intends to work with horizontal curves in P lifted from the base mani- 
fold M. In particular he needs a connection on P. While Gross also considers arbitrary 
curves in M and defines a notion of a path-form on the path space of M, his path-forms 
are essentially ordinary forms of M attached to the endpoint of a path in M. One of his 
principal results is a characterization of those path-forms which arise from a connec- 
tion on P. This is a nontrivial interesting result among many others to be found in his 
paper. Our work here doesn’t have the penetration of Gross, but is interesting from a 
conceptual point of view. Our differential forms on path space are ordinary differential 
forms acting on vectors tangent to the path space. Unlike Gross, in our case a tangent 
vector at a path y is a vector field along y, not just a vector at the endpoint y(l) of y. 
Thus the values of our forms will also depend on the vectors assigned all along y and 
not just the vector at the endpoint. Apparently when Gross considers paths in P they 
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are horizontal, ours are not. In fact our main result in Section 1 asserts that when a 
connection is given on P then the based path space of P factors as a product of the 
based path spaces of M and G even though P itself does not factor. Thus we have 
proven that when one wishes to work with based paths in P it is sufficient to work with 
based paths in M and in G, a fact which requires proof since the results depends on 
what manifold structures these path spaces are given. The author still does not know 
whether the corresponding result is true when the path space is given the manifold 
structure defined for path spaces in [7]. I n addition to these considerations Gross does 
not consider connections on the path space, rather he considers connections on P and 
then works out implications on path space. In Section 2 of this paper we are primarily 
interested in connections on various submanifolds of the path space PP and how they 
may be related to geometrical data on the principal bundle P. Thus our work here is 
closer to the ideas of Polyakov [al] than to those of Gross [8]. 
1. Structure of the path bundle of a principal bundle 
Let A4 be a manifold and let Ph4 denote the set of all smooth functions from the 
interval I into M, thus PA4 = C”(I, M). Also let P*M denote the set of all y E PM 
such that y(t) # 0 f or all t E I. We show how to define an atlas for PM relative to which 
PM becomes a Frkchet manifold. Eventually we identify certain submanifolds of PM 
which are of interest, one of these being P*h4. First we develop some notation to be 
used throughout the remainder of the paper. Let g be a positive definite Riemannian 
metric on M and let dg be the corresponding distance function on M (see Milnor 
[18, page 631). It is well-known and is shown in detail in [18] that for sufficiently close 
elements p, q E M such that d,(p, q) = T, it follows that q = exp,(rw) for some w E T,h4 
with g,(v, V) = 1. It follows that there exists E > 0 such that the s-ball B,(p) = {q E 
M 1 d,(p, q) < E} is precisely exp,( UE(p)) w h ere UC(p) = {v E TpM 1 gJv,v) < Ed}, 
These sets are used to construct tubular neighborhoods S, of various curves y E PiU 
in the usual way. To establish notation let IM = I x M denote the bundle space of 
the trivial fiber bundle ‘ITI : I x h4 --f I. For each curve y E Ph4 let y be the section 
of Ih4 + I defined by y(t) = (t,?(t)), t E I. Finally let 
SC(r) = {p E PM 1 ji E r(lM), p(t) E BE(y(t)) for all t E I}. 
If we define NC(r) by fic(T)t = {t} x B,(y(t)) for t E I, y E PM, then fie(;Y) is 
clearly a bundle neighborhood of y in the bundle IA4 ---) I. It obviously follows that 
SE(y) = {p E PM 1 ji E l?(&c(“y))}. If V E T,(IM) = T,(I x M) then 6 = (t,~) where 
t E IR and u E T,,lp)M. Let T : VT?(IM) -+ I be the vector bundle whose fibers are 
defined by 
VT?(IM)t = (6 E T?(,)(IM) I dr1(6) = 0) 
and let UE(T) be the bundle neighborhood of 0 in VT+(IM) such that 
UE(Y)t = {@ E T+(,)(IM) I dnr(C) = 0 and g,(t)(w, w) < Ed}. 
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Let &T : UE(y) ---f 8=(y) be defined by 
&(4 = f& 4 = (4 exp,&4) 
for 2z, = (t,~) E UC(y). Let @‘r : SC(y) + I’(Ue(~)) be defined by a.&) = ET’ ob. The 
set of sections I?(U,(y)) is open in the Frechet space I(VT~(1M)) and the set of pairs 
{(%r), %)I is th e usual atlas, on PM = C”(I, M). Relative to this atlas PM is a 
Fr&het manifold. Notice that this topology is none other than the topology of uniform 
convergence of functions and all their derivatives. 
Observe that if I’ 3 M is a principal fiber bundle the construction so carefully 
defined in the last paragraph may be carried out on both P and M and consequently 
both PP and PM are Frdchet manifolds. Clearly paths pp E PP project to curves 
x o pp in M but generally x o pp 4 P*M. First we prove a sequence of propositions 
which leads to the fact that PP is a principal fiber bundle over PM with structure 
group the Frechet Lie group fY’(I,G) w h ere G is the structure group of P. 
Proposition 1.1. Let K : P + M be a principal fiber bundle with structure group 
G and let & be the mapping from PP x C”(I,G) to PP defined by li(pp, a)(t) = 
pp(t) . a(t) for pp E PP, a E C”(I, G), and t E I. Then 5 is smooth. 
Proof. Let gM be a positive definite metric on M, k a positive definite metric 
on the Lie algebra g of G, and gp the metric induced on P by gM and k. Let 
d= d, denote the distance function on P induced by gp and for u E P, r > 0, 
let B,(u) = {w E P 1 d( w, u) < r}. Similarly a ball about a E G refers to the distance 
function induced by the metric which is induced by k on G. A straightforward but te- 
dious argument may be employed to show that for yp E PP, a E CW(I, G), and E > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that for every t E I, b E Bs(a(t)), p E B&(~p(t)) it follows that 
pb E B,(yp(t)a(t)). Using this fact and the fact that for ‘u. E P and all sufficiently small 
E > 0, exp,(U,(u)) = B,(u) where UE(u) = {TJ E T,P 1 gp(v,u) < Ed} it follows that for 
small enough E > 0, yp E PP, and a E C”(I,G) th ere exists 6 > 0 such that t E I, 
b E ev,&Ma(t))h P E_exp,,(,)(Us(‘yp(t)))_imply P - b E exp,(,),(,)(u~(rp(t)a(t))). 
It follows that if fi E I’(Ng(yp)) and b E r(Nb(ii)) then p(t) E BS(yp(t)) and b(t) E 
Bs(a(t)) for all t E I and consequently p(t)b(t) E B,(yp(t)a(t)) so that ~3 E 
I’(fiE(y$Z)). If (Y : P x G + P is the action of G on P then the diagram 
commutes where x(pp,b) = (EC; o fip, &c_’ o &), v(Xp) = Ej’& o xp, and R = q o 
6 0 x-1. We know x and 7 are smooth so & is smooth iff R is. But for 
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(A, q E r(u5(~P))xcoo(L U&q) 
R(i, Z) = 7](&(np 0 &z/p 0 A, 7rG 0 & 0 Z)) 
= 7/(a 0 [(TTp 0 &qp 0 J) x (7rG 0 656 0 c’)]) 
= c& 0 a 0 [(?rp 0 &+, 0 i) x (KG 0 &(?. 0 Z)], 
where rp : IP --$ P, rG : IG --f G are projections. Since R is the composition of 
smooth maps it is also smooth and the proposition follows. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (P, M, r,G) be a principal fiber bundle. If 7i : PP + PM is 
defined by ?(pp) = 71 o pp, then (PP,Ph4,ii, C”(I, G))) is a principal fiber bundle. 
Thus PP is the bundle space of a Fre’chet principal bundle. 
Proof. We first show f is smooth. It suffices to show that ii is smooth on 
some neighborhood of an arbitrary point yp E PP. First observe that conti- 
nuity of r and a compactness argument show that for a given E > 0 there 
exists S > 0 such that r(B~(yp(t))) C B~((TT o yp)(t)) for all t E I. Here 
B:(U) and BEM(m) denote 6 and E balls about u E P and m E M, respec- 
tively. Let O,, : &(yp) -+ I’(N;s(yp)) be defined by Oy,(pp) = pp. Then O,, 
is smooth since Oyp = E+, o ayp where spy, :&(yp) + l?(U~(yp)) is the stan- 
dard chart at yp and ETA is the map from IJ(Us(+)) to I’(&g(yp)) defined by 
E&q = &,, 0 i (Eq, is smooth by Hamilton [9, pages 87 and 911). It follows 
that the restriction of 7i to Sh(yp) is smooth iff p = Onoyp o i? o 0;; is smooth 
(p is regarded as a mapping from I’(fiTs(yp)) to I’(fiE(rYyP))). Observe that for 
pp E IV&p)), P(~P) = qp and thus if j : Nh(yp) + Nc(rGjjp) is defined by 
j&u) = (t,n(u)) for (t,u) E {t} x l?r(rp(t)) = NJ(?~)~ then j is a smooth fiber 
preserving mapping and p(bp) = j o jip for each @p E I’(fiJ(;Yp)). It follows from 
Hamilton [9, pages 87 and 911 that p is smooth. We now know that the projection 
?i : PP ---f PM is smooth and the action of C”(I, G) on PP is smooth. Since the fibers 
of ii are clearly CO”(I,G) orbits we have only to show that (PP, PM, %,C?(I,G)) is 
smoothly locally trivial to complete the proof. We show that for each y E PM there 
exists S > 0 such that ii-‘(2$(y)) is trivial. For 6_ > 0 sufficiently small, #J(Y) is a 
tubular neighborhood of 7 in I x M. Moreover Ns(r) is smoothly contractible and 
so the restriction of the principal fiber bundle (I x P,I x M,idl xr,G) to fib(y) 
yields a principal bundle ((id1 x~)-‘(~~(~)),~~s(~),idl xr,G) whose base space is 
smoothly contraztible. Thus there is a smooth section S : N:s(y) t (id1 x7r)-‘(fis(T)). 
Since .5 maps Ns(y) into a subset of I x P such that (id1 XX) o S = idR6(+l we 
see that for each t E I there exists a local section st : Bh(y(t)) + P such that 
Z(t, m) = (t, St(m)) for (t, m) E Ns(q)t = {t} x &(y(t)). Let rp : I x P -+ P be the 
usual projection and define a mapping i : S&(y) -+ 7iV1(S6(y)) by i(p) = 7rp o 9 o p. 
It is our immediate intent to show that for suitable 6 > 0 the mapping from 
&(y) x C”(I,G) to 7i- *(SS(Y)) defined by (p,a) +-+ &(i(p),a) is smooth (here 6 
is the action of C”(I,G) on PP). We will eventually also show that this mapping 
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has a smooth_inverse. Since the “forward mapping” is the composite of the map- 
pings 6 and p where ,8 : S&(y) x C”(I,G) + n-‘(S&(y)) x C”(I, G) is defined 
by &P, 4 = (%4 4, (CL, 4 E S&(Y) x C”(I, G), ‘t 1 s smoothness depends only on the 
smoothness of i. To see that i is smooth first note that for given E > 0 there exists S > 0 
such that for t E I, S(fi6M(T)t) G &:(5ey)t. It follows that the map s’ from I’(fibM(T)) 
to I’(flF(sc7)) defined by s’(p) = s’op, /j E I’(#y(y)), is smooth. Recall that the map- 
pings 0, : Ss(y) + I’(BhM(y)) and 0 & 0 y : S,(?rp 0 s 0 7) + l?(fiEp(np o 9 o ;u)) de- 
fined by O&J) = b and OsP,,gO~(v) = fi’, p ES&(~), v E &(np o 9 o ;U) respectively, are 
diffeomorphisms. Thus O~&IO~ o s’ o 0, is smooth. But this mapping is precisely 
jl and consequently the mapping from &(y) x C”(I,G) to 7i-1(Ss(7)) defined by 
(P4) I-+ %+4 ) a is smooth. We now show that its inverse, which we denote by 4, 
is also smooth. Let ii = idI XT and observe that since S : @b(y) + iim1(fi6(y)) is a 
section the mapping II, : ii-‘(fib(T)) -+ fib(y) x G defined by $(u) = (ii(u),a(u)) 
is smooth where a is the unique mapping such that u = S(%(u))a(~) for all u E 
%-‘(j&(T))* N ow the mapping $ which we intend to show is smooth is simply the 
function from ii- ‘(&(Y)) to &(Y) x C”(J,G) defined by &PP) = (QP),~ 0 PP> 
for pp E 7i-1(Ss(7)). We already k now ? is smooth so concentrate on the sec- 
ond term of the ordered pair which as a mapping from ?--‘(&(y)) into C?(1,G) 
may be factored as & o T where r : *jr-l(Sg(7)) + C”(l,ji-l(fib(y))) and & : 
C”“(& Z-Y&(Y))) + C”(I,G) are defined by r(pp) = fip,/_~p E +-l(Sg(y)) and 
by ii = uofip,bp E %-‘(Nh(y)), respectively. It follows from [9, page 911 that 6 is 
smooth. To see that r is smooth let pp E fi-l(Sg(7)) and choose a chart domain S,(pp) 
about pp such that S,(pup) C f-‘(&(y)). We know that O,, : S,(pup) + F-(fi&p)) 
defined by O,,(X) = X - is smooth and T 1 S,(pp) is the composite of O,, and the inclu- 
sion mapping from I’(fiE(bp)) into C”(I, fi$p)). Since l?(#@p)) is a submanifold 
of C”(I, &&ip)) th e inclusion mapping is smooth. It follows that r 1 S,(pp) is smooth 
for each pp E 7i-1(Ss(7)) and th us so is r. Consequently 12) is smooth and the theorem 
follows. 
Proposition 1.3. The set n*(P*M) of all paths of P which project to elements oj 
P*M is an open submanifold of the Fre’chet manifold PP. 
Proof. Let XM : IM --+ M be the projection of IM = I x M onto M and let ii : 
IP + IM be defined by ii&u) = (t,“(u)) for (t,~) E IP. Then (TM o ii)(t,u) = T(U) 
for (t,u) E IP and consequently yp E r*(P*M) iff 
%VJ 0 %)(?A% $4)) = Tr(7p(t), i’p(t)) # 0 
for all t E I. Here 7p(t) = (t, yp(t)) f or all t E I. We show that for arbitrary yp E 
r*(P*M), there is an open set containing yp lying in r*(P*M). If c3 = TM\fi where 
& = {(m,O) 1 m E M} then TTp is a curve in T(IP) such that 
Ttw 0 *)((T;yp)tt)) E 0 
for all t E I. Thus TYp E C”(Z,T(n~oii)-‘(0)) 5 C?‘(I,T(IP)). For any sufficiently 
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small E > 0 let & be the composite 
where the last map is the tangent map p + Tp. Presume for the moment that 
& is continuous. Since T(rr~ o ii)-‘(O) is open in IP, C”(I,T(~M o ii)-*(O)) 
is open in C”(I,IP) and, moreover, T;Yp E C”(I,T(~M o ii)-l(0)). Thus 
~,l(C~(l,T(~~oji)-*(C3))) is open in r(fiE(;Yp)) and contains yp. If O,, : &(yp) + 
I’(fic(yp)) is defined by Oy,(pp) = bp then we claim O,, is smooth and that 
o,-,‘(~,,‘(C”(I,T(n~oii)-‘(C3)))) is an open subset of &(yp) which contains yp and 
lies in r*(P*M). That O,, 
& : wL(TP)) 
is smooth follows from the fact that Oyp = ,!?qp o ayp where 
- I’(N,(yp)) is th e restriction to I’( Ue(yp)) of the smooth mapping 
ET, from C”(I, USE) to C”(I, fic(yp)) defined by ip H &q, o xp (see [9, pages 87 
and 911). It is obvious that yp is in O,-,‘($J;‘(C”(I,T(~M o ii)-‘((3)))) and that for any 
pp in @,-,‘($,l(C”(l,T(n~ o ii)(O)))) one has that Tiip E C”(I,T(KJ,,, o ii)-*(O)) 
and thus Tn o Tjip E C”(I, (3) 5 C”(I, TM\A?) as required. It remains only to show 
that $E is continuous. Since l?(NE(yp)) i_s a Frechet submanifoLd of C”(1, RE(yp)) 
it suffices to show that & : C”(I,N,(yp)) + C”(I,T(N,(yp))) defined by 
$@P) = Tfi~ is smooth. Since &=rp : Ue(yp) + fiE(Tp) is a diffeomorphism so is 
T& : T&(?P) + TfiE(yp). Thus $)E is smooth iff the mapping A from C”(I, Uc(yp)) 
to C”(I,TU,(Tp)) defined by 
x E cm(4&(TP)), is smooth (this statement follows from [9, page 911). But a direct 
computation shows that A(X) = TX for each X E C”(I, UJTp)). To see that A is 
smooth observe that U,(Tp) is an open bundle neighborhood of 0 in the vector bundle 
T+(IP) and this bundle is trivial since I is contractible. Thus one can define a global 
chart y : T+, (IP) -+ I x Rd (for some d) such that y(Uc(=jp)) = I x B where B is a ball 
about 0 in Rd. Using this chart we may identify the mapping A with the mapping from 
C”(I, I x B) into C”(I,T(I x B)) defined by f H (f, j). This mapping is smooth in 
the topology of uniform convergence of f and its derivatives. The proposition follows. 
For each manifold Q and qo E Q let Pp.,Q denote the set of all paths in Q which 
begin at qo and let L4,,Q denote the set of all closed paths at qo, the so-called loops at 
qo. If we regard K* as a “pullback” operation on paths of A4 where (P, M, 7r, G) is any 
principal fiber bundle and if 2~0 E ~-~(xn), 20 E M, then we have a large variety of 
possible path spaces of P: 
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Proposition 1.4. Consider the diagrams (Dr ) and (Dz) of inclusion mappings: 
Pl> 
Each path space in diagram (D;) is a closed Frekhet submanifold of any other path 
space in (Di) zuhich contains it, for i = 1,2. h/loreover each path space in (Dr) is an 
open Fre’chet submanifold of the corresponding path space in (Dz). 
Proof. The proof that each path space in (Dr) is an open submanifold of the corre- 
sponding path space of (D ) 2 is obtained via trivial modification of the proof of Propo- 
sition 1.3 and is left to the reader. The proof that each inclusion mapping of each of 
the diagrams (Dr) and (D 2 is a closed Frechet submanifold inclusion is obtained via a ) 
trivial modification of the proof that whenever Q is any manifold and qo E Q, then P,,Q 
is a closed submanifold of PQ. To see that this is so recall that if 7 E P,,Q C PQ then 
the standard chart @7 of PQ on &(7) h as its values in an open subset of VZ’_ZJIQ). 
Since I is contractible the vector bundle r : VTq(IQ) ---f I is trivial and there exist 
smooth sections eu, er, . . . ,e, of the bundle such that {e;(t)} is a basis of VT~(IQ), 
for each t E I. Since (O,exp$o,(qu)) is the additive identity 0 E VTY(IQ)o we see that 
p E &(r)n %Q iff%bu) = v where u E I’(U,(y)) and v(0) = 0. Let I’o(VT?(IQ) de- 
note the set of all u E I’(VT?(IQ)) such that v(0) = 0. The mapping from lT(VT+(IQ)) 
to VT+(IQ)oxI’o(VT.(IQ)) defined by v H (v(O), Y-Y(O)) is a Frechet space isomor- 
phism since we have the identifications r(VT’.(IQ)) 2 C”(I,Iw”), VT~(IQ)o % W, 
and I’o(VTT(IQ)) Z’ C,“(I,W) = {f E CW(I,Iw”) 1 f(0) = 0). It follows that 
@7(&(y) n PqOQ) = [{0} x ro(VT+(IQ))] n I’(U,(y)) and consequently Ps,Q is a 
closed submanifold of PQ. 
As an indication of how this argument may be used to prove that each inclusion 
mapping is a closed submanifold mapping we present the details of the argument needed 
to show that r&(P*M) is a submanifold of n*(P*M). First observe that it follows 
from the argument in the last paragraph that P&M and PUO P are closed Frechet 
submanifolds of P*M and of PP, respectively. Note that r&(P*M) = n*(P*M) n 
PU,P. Moreover, if 7 E r&(P*lM) there exists 6 > 0 such that ,547) c r*(P*M) 
since n*(P*M) is open in PP. Thus &(7) n r;,(P*M) = S47) n PU,P and since 
PU,P is a submanifold of PP we know that 847) n n&(P*44) is a submanifold of 
WY) C n*(P*W d an so r&,(P*M) is a submanifold of n*(P*M). 
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Proposition 1.5. Let (P,M,rr,G) b e an arbitrary principal fiber bundle and uo E 
7rm1(xo), x0 E M. Let C”(I,G) d enote the Fre’chet Lie group of smooth map 
pings from I to G and CF(I,G) the subgroup of all a such that a(0) is the 
identity of G. Each of the path spaces of either (01) or (Dz) of Proposition 
1.4 defines a principal fiber bundle over the corresponding set of paths in M. 
The group of each bundle is C”(I, G) or Cr(I,G) depending on whether or not 
the bundle consists of paths which begin at ua. Particular bundles of interest are 
@*(PM), PM, C”(& G)), (nZ,(PzOM), P,,M, C$V, G)), and (n:,(L,,M), L,,M, 
CF( I, G)), as well as the corresponding bundles having base spaces P*M, P&M, and 
L&M. 
Proof. Since the proofs are similar we show that (n&(P*M), P&M, i, Cr(I, G)) is 
a principal bundle and leave it to the reader to check the details of the other assertions. 
It was shown in the proof of Proposition 1.4 that r&(P*M) and P&M are Frdchet 
manifolds. 
Let ii0 = 7i 1 r&(P*M) where ii : n*(P*M) + P*M is the projection of 
the principal bundle (n*(P*M), P*M, 7i, C”(I,G)) (the proof that this is a prin- 
cipal bundle is a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 1.2 since P*M and 
n*(P*M) are open in PM and in n*(PM) = PP, respectively). Since ii is smooth, 
so is 7ie. Let Cr(I,G) = {a E Coo(I,G) 1 a(0) = e2 = e}. Since the action 
& : n*(P*M) x C”(I,G) + r*(P*M) is smooth and &(n&(P*M) x C$‘(I,g)) C 
rr& (P*M) we have a smooth induced action &u of Cr(I, G) on n& (P*M). We have 
only to show that iin : rr&(P*M) + P&M is locally trivial. Let y E P&M and choose 
a chart domain &(y) in P*M as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. As in that proof define 
a section 3; : fib(y) --f (id1 XT)-‘(~~(~)) but observe that 3; may be translated by an 
element of G in the bundle (id1 x~)-~(fib(T)) c IP so that 9(0,x0) = (0, ~0). Thus 
Z is a section of (id{ XT)-’ (fib(T)) + N6(7) such that 5(0,x0) = (0, uu). It follows 
that the mapping i : Ss(y) + ii-‘(Ss(y)) defined by i(p) = ap o ii o fi for ~1 E S&(y) 
actually has its values in a&(P*M) and in fact B(Sa(y)) 2 ?jTgr(&(y)). It follows that 
the mapping from Ss(y) x Cr(I, G) to fjrg’(Sg(y)) defined by (p, b) H &(s(p), b) is 
smooth. Moreover, this mapping has an inverse J& : 7ic’(Ss(y)) + Ss(y) x C,“(I,G) 
which is none other than 4 1 7i01(&(y)) where 4 is the mapping defined in the proof 
of Theorem 1.2 by &p) = (Qp), aofip). Now V1(&(y)) is open in n*(P*M) and 
rr&(P*M) is a submanifold of r*(P*M), thus i,‘(&(y)) =7i-1(S~(y))fl r&(P*M) is 
a submanifold of 7i-1(S6(y)). It follows that $0 E 12, ]i,‘(S~(~)) is smooth and conse- 
quently the bundle (n&(P*M), P&M, $0, C,“(I,G)) is a principal fiber bundle. The 
proofs of the other assertions are minor modifications of this argument and are left to 
the reader. 
Many of our results up to this point may not be surprising to experts since the 
proofs use techniques found in Hamilton [9] and Milnor [19]. Certainly Mickelsson [17] 
and Pressley and Segal [20] k now and use the same smooth structures we use on loop 
groups but they do not address the particular features of loops in a principal bundle. Our 
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purpose here is to provide a reasonably complete development of those mathematical 
structures needed for a serious investigation of a gauge theory over the loop space 
of a spacetime manifold. Thus our results up to this point are intended to provide a 
transition from what one finds in the literature to what is needed to accomplish our 
goal. 
Although we have on hand a number of infinite dimensional principal fiber bundles we 
are primarily interested in the bundles PP -+ PM, PuO P + P,,M, and X:,(&M) -+ 
L,.M. Generally we would expect that these bundles would be nontrivial and in fact 
this expectation appears to be realized for the bundle PP + PA4 although we have 
not obtained a completely definitive result for this case. On the other hand it turns out 
that the other two bundles are trivial in the sense that they both admit smooth global 
sections. We believe this result is both interesting and surprising, but before getting 
into the details of this comparatively nontrivial result we first show that triviality of 
PP + PM is, in a certain sense, equivalent to triviality of P --) M. 
Proposition 1.6. There is a smooth section of the bundle PP + PM which takes 
constants of PM to constants of PP iff P ---f M is smoothly trivial. 
Proof. Clearly any global smooth section (z of P 5 M induces a global smooth 
section s of PP 3 PM, namely s(f) = cr o f, f E PM. Equally clearly s carries 
constants to constants. 
Conversely, note first that any finite dimensional manifold Q may be identified with 
the constant mappings in Coo(l,Q) an d in fact Q is a Frkchet submanifold of PQ. It 
follows that ifs : PM + PP is a smooth section of PP + PM which takes constants 
to constants then s 1 M : M --+ P is a global smooth section of P + M. The Theorem 
follows. 
Although it may not be necessary to do so we assume that the Lie group G is 
realized as a closed subgroup of GZ(n, R) for some n. The path-ordered exponential has 
been developed for arbitrary Lie groups and some of its properties are well-known in 
general, but it is useful to think of G as a subgroup of Gl(n, R) and as a submanifold of 
gl(n,R). This makes the results of [4] available to us and greatly simplifies subsequent 
discussion. 
With this basic assumption we now show that for each connection w on a prin- 
cipal bundle K : P + M there is a global smooth section s, of the bundle 
n:o (PM) * PZO M. One consequently can construct various smooth trivializations 
of the bundle K:, (PM) ---) Pz,M by choosing different connections on P. To prove 
this result we show that for a given connection w on P the mapping which assigns to 
each y E PzOM the horizontal lift s,(y) = yUo of y to 2~0 E P is smooth. To show 
this we choose a path y E Pz,M and a local section S : &(y) ---f i,‘(Ss(y)) as in 
the proof of Proposition 1.5. We then show that for ~1 E SJ(~), s,(p)(t) = puo(t) = 
+)(t)[P e::p($ w(%)‘(4) WI-l f or each t E I and s,(p) = &(i(p), g(p)) where 
g(p)(t) = [Pexp(Ji w(d(p)‘(~))d~)]-r, t E I. It will follow that s, is smooth if g is 
smooth on &(y). 
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Lemma 1.7. Let A : C”(I,g) 
Pexp(S,t q(s)ds), t E I. 
+ C”(I,G) be the mapping defined by A(q)(t) = 
Th en A is smooth. Since C”(I,G) is a Fre’chet Lie group 
note that q H A(q)-’ is also smooth. 
Proof. Let Ak : C’( 1, g) ---f C”(I,G) be defined by Ah(q)(t) = Pexp(J,q(s)ds), t E 
I. If we show Ak is smooth for each k it will follow that A is smooth. 
Observe that A,(q) is the unique solution of the differential equation: &(q)‘(t) = 
Ak(q)(t)q(t),Ak(q)(O) = I. Thus we have only to show that the mapping from C”(I,g) 
to C”(I,G) such that 7 -+ X, is smooth where X;(t) = X,(t)q(t), t E I and X,(O) = 
I. Since we assume G c GZ(n, R) 2 gZ(n, R) it suffices to show that 7 H X, is 
smooth where it is regarded as a mapping from C”(l,gZ(n,iW)) into itself. Let 70 E 
C”(I,gZ(n,R)) and let X0(t) = Pexp S,‘~]O(S) ds for t E I. Let AX be defined by 
XV = X0 + AX and let A17 be defined by 77 = qu + Aq. Then X, satisfies X4 = X,17 
iff AX satisfies 
(AX)’ = (AX)qo + Xo(Aq) + (AX)(Aq). “( *)” 
Moreover X,(O) = I iff (AX)(O) = 0. Ob serve that the mapping, 77 H X, is smooth 
near 70 iff the mapping A77 --f AX is smooth near 0 (given Av, AX is the unique 
solution of (*) which satisfies the initial condition (AX)(O) = 0). For each s E I, let 
T(t,s) denote the solution of 
-$(T(t, 4) = T(t, +0(r), T(s, s> = 1. 
Consider the integral equation 
(AY)(t) = j’[Xo(4(Ao)(s) + (AY)(s)(Ari)(41~(~, 4 ds. (*) 
0 
We show that AY satisfies (*) and that AY(0) = 0. T o see this observe that for t c I 
W’>‘(t) = ~oWG>W t @WW~>Wk t> 
t 
J 
o’ ~([~o(+W(s) t (AY)(s)(Ai7)(s)lT(t,s>> ds 
= ~oWW(t) t W’)WWW 
t 
I 
bds)(ao)(4 t @W)@~)(W’(t~ +oW ds 
= x&W + W’XWWt) + W’)WvoW 
and (Au)(O) = 0. T o see that the integral equation (*) has a solution which de- 
pends smoothly on A7 near 0 let J(Aq, AX)(t) = (AX)(t) - Ji[Xu(s)(Aq)(s) + 
(AX)(s)(Aq)(s)] T(t, s) ds. Clearly J is a smooth function from Ck(I,gZ(n, ~4))~ into 
C’“(I, gZ(n, R)) and J(0, 0) = 0. If 02 denotes the Frdchet partial derivative with respect 
to the second variable then (&J)(O,O) = F’(0) where F(AX) = J(O,AX) = AX. 
Thus (&J)(O, 0) is the identity on Ck(I,gZ(n, IR)). Since the C” spaces are Banach 
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spaces and the implicit function theory is valid in such a context it follows that there is 
aneighborhood U of Oin Ck(l,gZ(n,R)) an d a smooth function G : U --f C”(I,gl(n, E)) 
such that J(Av,AX) = 0 iff AX = G(Aq). Thus G is smooth and the unique solution 
of the integral equation so that G(Aq)‘(t) = G(Aq)(t)(Aq)(t) for t E I and G(Aq)(O) = 
0. It follows that the mapping defined by 77 N+ X, is smooth near ~0 E C”(l,gZ(n,R)) 
and thus that its restriction to Ck(l, g) 2 Ck(l,gl(n,IW)) is smooth as a mapping 
from Ck(l,g) c Ck(l,gZ(n,R)) into C”(I,G) C C”(I,Gl(n,R)) C Ck(l,gZ(n,R)). 
The Lemma follows. 
Lemma 1.8. Let w be a connection on a principal fiber bundle T : P + M. For 
20 E M, Y _E Ps,M, let h-(y) b e a chart domain of y in PM. Let 9 : #h(y) + 
(idI xn)-‘(N6(?)) b e a section of the principal bundle (IP)jfiJci. --f @h(y). Then for 
some 6 > 0 the mapping g : G(r) ---f Cm(l,G) defined by g(p (t) 1 = [Pexp(Ji(w 0 
dnp)((ao b)‘(x) dx)]-* for p E S&(y), t E I, is smooth. 
Proof. It follows from Hamilton [9, page 911 and our proofs of Theorem 1.2 and 
Propos_ition 1.5 that there exists 6 > 0, E > 0 such that the mapping from I’(fid(y)) 
to T’(iV,(d o 7)) defined by fi H s’ o b is smooth. Thus it is smooth as a mapping 
from r(N6(7)) into C”“(I, fie(> 0 7)). S’ mce fiE(3; o 7) may be identified as the bundle 
space of a trivial bundle I x U + I where U is open in Rd for some d, we know 
that the mappins from C”(I,fiE(S o 7)) into C”O(I,T(#JZ o 7))) defined by f I-+ 
Tf, f E C’% Wo ?)I, is smooth. Moreover the mapping from C”(I, T(&JS o 7))) 
to C”(I,g) defined by b I+ (w o dap) o 6, b E C”(I, T(fie(s’ o 7))) is also smooth since 
w o dnp is smooth as a mapping from T(fic(.5 o 7)) into g. (rp is the projection of 
IP = I x P onto P). It follows from these remarks that the mapping from l-‘(#~(;i)) to 
C”“(I, g) defined by ji ++ (w o dnp) o T(s’ o jl) is smooth (T(S o fi) denotes the tangent 
map of 9 o fi). By Lemma 1.7, the mapping from C”(I,g) to CW(l,G) defined by 
v w [P exp(Jo* r1(4 41-’ is smooth. Thus the mapping from I’(fiE(q)) to C”(I,G) 
defined by b H [Pexp(J:(w o drp)(T(i o fi)(x))dx)] is smooth. Since 0, : &(y) + 
r(#K(q)) is a diffeomorphism and 
dP)W = [Pexp(lf( w 
0 
0 dnp)(T(g 0 @&))@)) dx)] -I 
for all t E I, ~1 E Ss(y), it follows that g is smooth. 
Lemma 1.9. Let (P, M, 71, G) be a principal fiber bundle and w a connection on P. 
If yp is a path in P and uo = yp(0) then the path up in P defined by 
Yp(t) = yp(t)(Pexp 
/ 0 
‘w(jp(x))dx)-’ 
for t E I, is the horizontal lift of ?r o yp to uo. 
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Proof. Let h(t) = [Pexp(S,tU(jp(z))dz)]-* f or each t E I. Then Tp(t) = yp(t)h(t) 
and 
464t)) = 4d%(,)(?&)) + (-Q&(t))) 
= Ad@(t)-‘)4+(t)) + ~~~(~)-4@)) 
= h(t)-‘w(jp(t))h(t) •l- h(t)-%(t) 
(J 
t = Pexp 
0 
4?P(4> ~+4~p(t))W) t h(t)-‘W 
= $ Pexp 
[ CJ 
t 
0 
+p(q dx)] h(t) t h(t)-'iz(t) 
= $[h(t)-‘]h(t) + h t)-%(t) = 0. 
SO $p(t) is horizontal for each t and clearly yp(O) = yp(0) = un. Since ?r ocyp = r o yp 
the lemma follows. 
Theorem 1.10. If(P, M,n,G) is a principal fiber bundle and xo E M, uo E T-‘(x0) 
then (r&(PM), P,,M, 20, CF(I,G)) is smoothly trivial. Moreover each connection 
w on P induces a smooth global section s, : Pz,h4 + rr& (PM) where, for y E 
P,,M, s,(y) is the w-horizontal lift of y to ug. Finally the restriction of s, to L,, M 
is a smooth section of the principal fiber bundle (7r:,,(LzOM), L,,M, ii, Cr(I, G)). 
Proof. We first show that s, is smooth. Let y E Pz,M and choose a chart domain 
86(y) of y as in the proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.5 so that 5 : 
VP)l&(~, is a smooth section of the principal fiber bundle (IP)/R~~+, 
.& ,fw + 
’ WY) 
such that s”(O,zu) = (0,~). It f 11 o ows from Lemma 1.9 that the horizontal lift of 
p E &j(y) n Pz,, M to uu is given by 
44(t) = ( p a o ~0 b)(t)[Pexp( J’( 
0 
w o dap)((S; o /2)‘(z)) dx)] -’ 
= (TP 0 s 0 W>s(cl)(t> 
for t E I. Thus sw(p) = &(i(p), g(,u)) w h ere & is the group action and 2 is defined as 
in the proof of Proposition 1.5: i(p) = np o S o /Ii, for p E Z%(y). Thus s, is smooth. 
Consider the mapping from Pz,M x Cr(I, G) to $,(PM) defined by (p, a) t-f 
s&L) * a = ~(s,(P), a>. Th is mapping is smooth. Moreover it has an inverse which we 
denote by F : n&(PM) + Pz,, M x Cr(I, G) defined by F(pp) = (7io(pp), a) where 
a is the unique element of Cr(I,G) such that pp = s,(+&p)) .a. By Lemma 1.9 the 
horizontal lift of x o (pp . a-*) = x o pp to uu is the mapping defined by 
t - PPW [Ptxp(~t4/444) dx)] -l 
for t E I. It is also s,(jTu(pp)) = /.~p * a-l. Thus, for t E I, it is a(t) = 
Peq($ w@>(z)) dz) = A(w 0 Tpp)(t) w h ere A is defined in the statement of Lem- 
ma 1.7. By an argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 1.8 the mapping cj 
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from r&(PM) to C”“(I,g) defined by pp I-+ w o Tpp is smooth. But A : C”(I, g) -+ 
C”(I, G) is also smooth. Thus F = i?o x (A 0~2) is smooth and consequently r&(PM) 
is a trivial bundle over PZOM. It is obvious that the restriction of s, to the closed sub- 
manifold L,, M c P,, M is smooth and consequently the bundle nz,., (L,, M) ---f L,, M 
is also smoothly trivial. 
2. Connections on the path bundle of a principal bundle 
Let (P, M, ?r, G) be a principal fiber bundle and P P the corresponding bundle of 
paths in P. In Section 1 we identified the bundle structure of PP and observed that for 
y E PP the set of vectors tangent to PP at y is none other than the set of all vector 
fields along y, i.e., 6 E T,(PP) iff S is a section of the vector bundle y*(TP) --+ I. The 
projection 7i of PP onto Ph4 is defined by +(y) = 7r o y for y E PP and consequently a 
vector field 6, along y is %-vertical iff, for each t E I, &y(t) is n-vertical. Let V denote 
the vector bundle over P such that for each u E P, Vu = {S E T, P ) dun(S) = O}. 
Also let V, denote the set of all +-vertical vectors at y E PP. It is obvious that 
V, = (6, E I’(y*(TP)) 1 h,(t) E V,(,) for all t E I}. Thus 6, is in V, if and only if 
it is a vector field along y such that S?(t) is vertical in T,ltlP for each t E I. Notice 
that I’(y*(TP)) is a CW(I,R)-module since c E C”(I,R) and S E I’(y*(TP)) implies 
CS E l?(y*(TP)) where (4)(t) = c(t)&(t) f or all t E I. Moreover V, is a submodule of 
V/*(W)* 
Definition 2.1. To say that ?-I is a (strong) connection on PP means that ‘H is a 
vector subbundle of the tangent bundle T(PP) such that 
(1) for each y E PP, 3-1, is a closed Cm(l,R)-submodule of T,(PP) such that 
T,(PP) = H, $ V, 
as Frkchet spaces, and 
(2) for g E C”(I, C), d-,&(%) S 7-1,.,. 
Observe that if w is a connection form on P then there is an induced connection 7-Y 
on PP defined by 
3-1,” = (6 E T,(PP) ) S(t) is w-horizontal for each t E I} 
for each y E r*(PM). Thus if H is the subbundle of TP + P such that H, = ker o, 
for each u E P then 
‘FIY = {S E T,(PP) 1 b(t) E H,(t) for each t E I}. (*I 
Generally not every connection on r*(PM) arises in this way. On the other hand the 
relation described by (*) suggests a method for constructing all connections on PP. 
For each curve y E PP let HY denote a “curve” of subspaces such that, for each 
t E I, H?(t) is a subspace of T,tt)P which is complementary to V,(t). Now define 
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NH, = {S E T,(w*(PM)) 1 S(t) E H’(t) f or all t E I}. Clearly in order that such an 
7-L be a connection on PP one must have that d,R,(‘H,) 2 X,., for arbitrary y E PP 
and g E C@‘(I, G). If t E I and S = d/ds (yS)lS=o E 7fF1, for some one-parameter family 
of paths s H yS such that yu = y, then 
= q7(t)w). 
Thus to have 1-I define a connection on PP the assignment y I+ HY must satisfy 
the condition that if 6(t) E H?(t) f or all t E I then &,(,)(6(t)) E IV’s(t) for all 
t E I, g E C”(I, G). Ob viously one also needs a condition to assure smoothness, but 
the module property is gratis since c E C”(I,R) and 6(t) E P(t) for t E I implies 
that (4)(t) = c(t)6(t) E Hr(t) f or each t E I. Every connection on PP arises in this 
way. 
Theorem 2.1. If l-i is any connection on the principal fiber bundle (PP, PM, 
5, C”(I,G)) and if, for t E I, y E PP, 
HY(t) = {s(t) 1 6 E v-l, c T,(PM)} 
then Hr(t) is a subspace of T,lt)P which has dimension dim M and which is comple- 
mentary to V,tt). Moreover, if 
HY = u H?(t), 
El 
then HY is a vector subbundle of y*(TP) + I such that 
y*(TP) = HY $ Vy (1) 
where VT(t) = V,tt) for each t E I, and 
6 E 7fFI, ifl s(t) E H?(t) for each t E I. (2) 
Proof. Fix y E PP and recall that y*(TP) + I is a trivial bundle over I as is also 
the subbundle 
vy = u v,(t) 
te1 
of vertical spaces along y. bet {e,+r, . . . , e,+d} denote sections of Vy + I such 
that {e,+;(t)> are linearly independent for each t E I. Enlarge this set of sections 
to an ordered set of sections {ei}z:d of y*(TP) --f I such that {e$t)}z:d is a basis 
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of Yap for each t E I. Identify the bundle y*(TP) -+ I with the trivial bundle 
I x IR~+~ + I in such a way that VT is identified with the bundle I x Rd + I. Since 
the connection ‘H on PP gives us a subspace 7-& C T,(PP) = lY’(y*(TP)) which is 
complementary to V, E T,(PP) it follows that T,(PP) = I’(y*(TP)) may be identified 
with I’(1 x Rm+d) E C”(1, I!%~+~) in such a way that V, is identified as the subspace 
I’(1 x IRd) 2 C”(I,&). Under th’ is identification 3-1, is simply a COO(I,R)-submodule 
of C”(I,R”+d) pl corn ementary to V, = C”(I,@). Clearly F(t) = {f(t) 1 f E ‘F1,) 
is a subspace of R m+d for each t E I. Let 
s = en&dim H’(t)). 
.\ 
There exists to E I such that s = dim H’(to). Let fr , f2, . . . , fs denote elements of NH, 
such that {f;(to)};“,l is a basis of HY(tO). If {ei} is the standard basis of Rm+d then 
m+d 
f;(t) = C Ci(t)ej 
j=l 
and the rank of the matrix (c!(t)) is maximal at t = to. Thus there is a relatively open 
interval J 2 I about to on which the matrix has rank s for each t E J. So {f;(t)}& 
is a basis of H?(t) f or each t E J. Every vector w E Rm+d defines a constant map 
6 E C~(I,Rm+d) d an G=ti&+2i)VENFly$Vy.Thus 
w = l&(t) + G$t) E F(t) + V’(t) 
for each t E I and consequently 
lRm+d = F(t) -I- v(t). 
Thus m + d = s + d - dim(F(t) II V?(t)) and dim(F’(t) II V7(t)) = s - m is constant 
for t E J. In particular s 2 m. We show that s = m. If s > m we claim there 
is a smooth nonzero section (T : J -+ y*(TP) 1 J such that a(t) E F(t) n W(t) 
for each t E J. To see that this is so first note that HY + J and VT + J are 
subbundles of y*(TP) 1 J + J and consider the natural bundle maps AH : E + E/H? 
and Xv : E + E/VT where E = y*(TP)[J. Define X : E -+ E/H? $ E/V7 by 
x(e) = (Me), Xv(e)) f or each e E E and observe that X is a bundle morphism such 
that (kerX)t = Hr(t)nW(t) f or each t E J. Since dim(ker A)t = s-m for each t E J it 
follows from [ 1, page 1 l] that ker X is a subbundle of E. Thus HY n VT is a subbundle of 
y*(TP)(J and is trivial since J is contractible ([l, page IS]). So there exists a smooth 
mapping o : J -+ y*(TP)IJ such that o(t) is a nonzero element of 
HY(t) n VT(t) 
for each t E J. Thus 
dt) = f: aj(t>fj(t> 
j=l 
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and a(t) E Rd for each t E J. Since cr is nonzero at some to E J and since there is a 
bump function c such that c(to) = 1 and c(I\J) = 0 it is clear that 
Cb = $j)fj 
i=l 
is nonzero and is in FfH, fl V, contrary to the choice of F&. It follows that s = m and 
dim H-f(t) = m for all t E J. We claim that dim H?(t) = m for all t E I. Indeed, if 
t E I then Rmfd = H?(t) + Vy(t) and m + d = dim Hr(t) + d - dim(H’(t) II VT(i)) so 
that 
m = ernta;xr dim F(t) 2 dim K’(t) = m + dim(F(t) II VT(i)) 2 m 
\. 
and dim H?(t) = m as asserted. It now follows trivially that y*(TP) = P(t) $ P(t) 
for each t E I. It is also obvious that if to E I then there exists {f;)zr in ‘Hr such that 
{f;(to)}~l is a basis of Hr(to). As we argued above {f;(t)}~l is necessarily a basis 
of P(t) for all t in some interval about to. It follows that if 
HY G u H-‘(t) 
El 
then HY is locally trivial as a bundle over I. Indeed HY is a vector bundle and is a 
subbundle of _I*(TP) such that y*(TP) = H7 $ VT. 
It remains only to show that S E ‘F& iff b(t) E H?(t) for all t E I. Obviously 
S E ‘H, implies S(t) E HY(t) for t E I. Conversely assume 6 E C”(I, IP+d) such that 
h(t) E H’(t) f or each t E I. We show S E I-&. We first show that for each 
to E I there exists 77 E H, such that 61~ = 71~ for some relatively open interval 
Ii c I such that to E Ii. Choose {j;}~r in H, such that {f;(t)} is a basis of H?(t) 
for all t in some interval J such that to E J C I. Now 
j=l 
for all t E J. Choose a bump function c E C”(I, R) such that c is 1 on some relatively 
open interval K 2 J about to and such that c(I\J) = 0. Clearly 
c6 = gyCCj)fj E 7-L) 
j=l 
and 7 = cc5 has the property that 77 E 7-t, and 71~ = 61~. Let K denote the set of 
all E E C”(I,IP+d) such that f or each to E I there exists a relatively open interval 
Pr’ such that to E I< s I and [lo = 771~ for some 7 E ‘l-&. Now 3-1, & K and K is a 
C”(1, R) submodule of C”(I, Rm+d ) such that S E K. We claim that K n V, = (0). 
In fact if g E Ic n V, and [ # 0 then (1~ = 71~ for some 77 E ‘?-& and for some Ii C I 
such that [(K # 0. There is a bump function c E C”(I,R) such that c[ = cq and 
c is 1 at some point of K at which [ is nonzero. Clearly c[ E V, and CT E 3-1, and 
thus c[ = cq is a nonzero element of H, n V, contrary to the choice of ‘MY. Thus 
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KflV, = {0}, C”(I,IFPsd) = K@V, = ‘Kr$V,, and 7+ 2 K. It follows that K = ‘& 
and since 6 E K it also belongs to l-t,. The theorem follows. 
Clearly every connection y H XH, c T,(PP) on PP defines a connection form cj : 
T(‘PP) + C”(I,g) in the usual way: 2(X,) = 0 and Lj(uq) = a where a E Cm(I,g) 
and a* is the vector field on r*(‘PM) defined by a; = d/dt(y * exp(ta))],=u. Here 
the mapping exp : C”(I,g) + C”(I,G) is defined by exp(a) = exps ou where a E 
C’“(I,g) and exps : g --f G is the usual exponential mapping. It should be observed 
that at each y E PP, ~2~ is a C”(I,R)-module homomorphism. Also 6j is smooth and 
has the usual property RgLj = Ad(g-‘)2 for g E C”(I, G) where Ad(g) E AdG og and 
AdG : G ---f g is the usual adjoint representation of G. Conversely every such form ij 
defines a connection in the same way as in the finite dimensional case [13]. 
We now discuss how connection forms on PP are induced by connection forms on 
P. Let w : TP -+ g denote a connection form on P. Define a mapping ij : T(PP) + 
C”(I,g) by requiring that Ljy(6)(t) = wytt)(S(t)) for y E ‘PP+ 6 E T,(PP), t E 1. For 
each t E 1, (W&)(S)(t) = &(t)R,(t)(S(t)) and 
(R;4GW = w,(t)W,(W)) 
= (R;(tp)(w 
= A~Mv)~,(t)w)) 
= bWg-‘)~Ljy(~)N~)~ 
Thus Rfrij = Ad(g-‘)ij. Using techniques similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 4 
in [i’], it is not difficult to show 2 is smooth. Moreover it is obvious that ;)y is a 
C~(I,R)-module homomorphism for each y E PP and that i_&(uq) = a for a E 
C”(I, e). 
Definition 2.2. If w : TP + g is a connection on the fiber bundle (P, M, r, G) 
then the connection G : T(‘PP) + C”(I,g) defined by &,(6)(t) = w~(~)(S(~)) for 
y E PP, S E T,(PP), t E I is called the connection on PP induced by w. 
It is natural to ask whether or not one can characterize those connections on PP 
which are induced by connections on P. Since P is a Frkchet submanifold of PP the 
answer turns out to be somewhat trivial. 
Proposition 2.2. If (P, M, 7r, G) is a principal fiber bundle then a connection & on 
(PP, PM, ir, C”(I,G)) is induced by a connection w on P if and only if L+(S) is a 
constant element of C”(I,G) w enever y and S are constant elements of PP and of h 
T,(PP), respectively. 
Proof. First assume 2 is induced by a connection w on P. Let y E PP and S E T,(PP) 
be constant. Since &?(6)(t) = w,tt)(6(t)) for all t E I, clearly Ljy(c5) is constant. 
Conversely, assume ijy(6) is constant whenever y E PP and 5 E T,(PP) are 
constant. Let J : P --+ PP, j : M -+ PM be submanifold mappings defined by 
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J(u)(t) = u, j(p)(t) = P for P E M, u E P, t E I. Notice that the diagram 
P L PP 
flL l* 
M A PM 
is commutative and that J(u - g) = J(u) . i for each u E P and g E G (i : I -+ G is 
defined by j(t) = g f or each t E I). Define w on P by w = J*Lj and observe that for 
u E P and X E T,P, 
WAX)(~) = h(u)NdJ)W(t) 
for all t E I. Since J(u) and (d,J)(X) are constant it follows that wU(X) may be 
identified as an element of g C C”(I,g). S ince Jo R, = Rb o J, RI;(J*&) = J*(RS&) = 
ad(g-‘)( J*Lj). S imilarly, if a E g and u E P, then dUJ(a:)(t) = at = i”>tU,(t) and 
(J*Lj)(u;) = cj(d,J(a:)) = ~2(iL;(~)) = k = a. Thus w is a connection on P and clearly 
cj is induced by w. 
Although Definition 2.1 was formulated only on the bundle PP -+ PM it has an 
obvious reformulation on both 7r&(PIM) --+ PZ,M and r&(L,,M) -+ L,, M. In each 
case one postulates the existence of a vector subbundle ‘l-f of the tangent bundle of 
the total space of the principal bundle being considered and when one requires that 
7-L satisfy (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1 one says that ‘I-6 is a connection on the given 
principal bundle. 
Theorem 2.3. If 7-l is a connection on either of the principal bundles 
(7r~,(PM), Pz,A4, Cr(I,G)) or (n&(Lz,A4), L,,M, Cr(I,G)), then the conclusions 
of Theorem 2.1 hold on the tangent space of the total space at each point y in of the 
principal bundle under consideration. 
Proof. Fix y in the total space of the principal bundle being considered. Since the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is a local argument it works also in each of the 
cases under consideration here. 
We may also modify Definition 2.2 so that it applies to each of the principal bundles 
(7r&(PM), PZ,M, Cr(I,G)) and (K&,(L,,M), L,,M, C,o”(I, G)). Connection forms 
LJ on both of these bundles are related to a given connection 3-1 in the usual way: 
Lj(?&) = 0 and &(uG) = a for each a E C,““(I,g). One says that ij is induced by a 
connection w on P iff c&(b)(t) = w,(,)(S(t)) for all t E I. This works for y in either 
of the two bundles under discussion and for S in the tangent space to the total space 
at y. 
Our next theorem will characterize which connection forms on nzO (PM) -+ PZ,M 
are induced by connections on P. We first prove a necessary lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. If P and G are connected then every point of P is the endpoint T( 1) of 
some path y E $&(PM). 
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Proof. Notice that M is connected since P is connected. Also for each u E P there 
exists a curve y E PZO M such that r(u) = y(l). By compactness there exist subintervals 
{[o;,b;]}:==, of 1 d an open connected sets {U;}& of M such that 
i=l 
the intervals (ai,b;) and (aj,bj) are disjoint for i # j, ~([u;,b;]) c i7; and 7r-‘(U;) M 
U; x G is trivial. We may use these local trivializations to find paths {~;}~==, such that 
%([% &I)0 -‘(U;), y;(b;) = y;+r(u;+r), and 7r o y; = y 1 [u;,b;] for each 1 < i < T. 
Moreover we can choose ;Vr such that 71(O) = un and since G is connected we can choose 
;Yr such that Tl-(l) = u. Indeed if we identify rr-‘(Ur) with U, x G and v,_r(b,_r) and 
u with (Yr--l(b+-l), go) and (n(u),gr>, respectively, then we can choose yT by requiring 
that yr(t) = (yr(t),g(t)) for t E [a,,b,] where g is chosen such that g(u,) = go and 
g(b,) = gr. It follows that 7 = 71 + yz + . . . + ;YT is the desired path except that it may 
not be smooth at the points q(b;), 1 < i < T- 1. One now “smooths” ;U at these points 
in such a way that the resulting curve projects to a curve which is differentiable at each 
point (using the local trivializations we see that we need only smooth the projections 
of ;V on G). The lemma follows. 
Remark. If we wish we can choose, in the proof of the last lemma, a smooth curve 
from ~0 to T(U) such that i(t) # 0 f or each t E I. The curve 9 in P can be chosen such 
that it is smooth, projects onto y, and satisfies the conditions T(O) = uu and y(l) = u. 
This may be arranged since the “smoothing” procedure mentioned in the proof of the 
lemma takes place in a local trivialization and may be accomplished in the “G-factor”. 
In view of this remark, Lemma 2.4 also holds for 7 E r&(P*M). 
Theorem 2.5. If(P, M,n,G) is a principal fiber bundle such that P and G are con- 
nected and if 2 is a connection on (x&(PM), p,,M, 7i, Cr(I, G)), then k is induced 
by a connection w on P $2 has the property that whenever (yl, 61) and (yz,S,) are 
elements of T(n&(PM)) such that y~( 1) = u = yz( 1) and 61(l) = Sz( 1) it follows that 
5-x (W(1) = ;‘-dww 
Proof. We have already shown above that if w is a connection on P then w induces a 
connection cj on r&(PM) which obviously satisfies the property stated in the theorem. 
Conversely, assume that ~3 is a connection on r:,(PM) which satisfies the condition 
stated in the theorem. We define a. g-valued one-form w on P as follows. For u E P and 
X E T,P choose a curve yU E r&(PM) such that yU( 1) = u and a vector field 6~ along 
yU such that 6x (1) = X. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that such a curve yU exists and it is 
easy to show that 6x exists in a similar manner. Define wU(X) by w,(X) = G,U(6~)(1). 
Since the definition of wU(X) is independent of which yU and Sx are chosen to define it 
we have a well-defined g-valued l-form on P. We show that w is indeed a connection 
on P. First observe that if gr E G and u E P, then we can choose g E C,“(I, G) such 
that g(1) = g r and yU E r&,(F’M) such that rU( 1) = ‘u. and consequently we have 
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yvg E C&,(PM) and (yug)(l) = w. Also (d&)(Sx)(l) = 4&(X) and 
PQ4u(w = 4~uMW) = qy,g)tw4J(~x>w> 
= vp)y”(~X)w 
= Pd(g-‘)%(~x Ml> 
= Ad(g,‘)w,(X). 
Similarly, if al E g and u E P we choose a E C,“(I,g) such that a(l) = al and 
yu E r&(PM) such that ~~(1) = u. Let u* be the vertical vector field on r&(PM) 
such that for ~1 E n&(PM), a; is the vertical vector at ~1 defined by at(t) = u(t):(,) 
for t E I (when A E g, A*(u) = d/dt[ u * expe(tA)]ltEo). It follows that w,(ai(u)) = 
~yu(u;,)(l) = u(l) = al. 
Finally, we have only to show that w is smooth. We do this by showing that if 1~ E P, 
then there is an open set lJ about u in P such that for every smooth vector field X 
on U, w(X) is smooth on U. Given u E P, choose yU such that yzl E 7r&(PM) and 
~~(1) = u. Let 34~~) b e any chart domain about yu E PP in PP. R.ecall that 
&(r?J = {P E pp I ii E m%YU>>~ 
where BE(rzl) = {(t,q) E I x Plq E BE(TU(t))}. Also the mapping 0, : &(y,) + 
I’(#E(yu)) defined by O,(p) = fi is a diffeomorphism for sufficiently small E > 0. 
Thus if ro(fiE(yu)) = {fi E r(Rc(ru))l,l(0) = (O,%)) then @y(&(yzL) n a&(FM)) = 
I’o(fiE(yu)) and we may identify 5 with the l-form ((@,I [SE(yU) n K&(PM)])-~)*(L~) 
on I’o(N4yu)). Under th is identification we see that p = fi and S, E T,(&(y,) n 
r&(PM)) is identified with d/dA(fix)lxzo w ere /\ c, px is a curve in &(7)fi7r&(PM) h 
such that ~0 = p. Rut PA(t) = (t,p,l(t)) for t E I so that 6, is identified with 8, = 
(l,S,) a vector fieId along p E ro(fic(yu)). Since &,(61)(l) = &,(62)(l) for (ri,&) E 
T(n:,(PM)) such that 71(l) = 72(l) and S1(l) = 6x(l) we have a corresponding 
condition in _terms of (y;, 8~~) f or i = 1,2. Thus we can define a form i;r on fi4~~) by 
L$(G) = cjb(S~)(l) where t2 E I’o(&‘~(~~)) and 8~ E T~(I’o(fiE(7U))) such that p(l) = g 
and 8~( 1) = C. If o* is the g-valued l-form on the G-bundle (I x P, I x M, idI xn, G) 
induced by the form w then ~2 is clearly just the restriction of w* to fiC(rU). Thus, to 
show that w is smooth, it suffices to show that 3 is smooth; we have transferred all data 
from &(Y~) n n&(PM) to ro(fi&)). Th us we have a Cr(1,g)-valued l-form 2 on 
ro(fi&zL)) .h’ h w lc is smooth and we must prove the corresponding form (;, on fie(yu> 
defined by 
Q(l)&(l)) = 4d&d(1) 
for 12 E ro(fiE(7d, & E qdro(NE(7,))) is smooth. We have a (geodesic) chart 5 on 
fiE(YU), ?S : fiE(%> 4 I x BE(O) C I x IIBn which is fiber preserving in that 5(fiE(7U)t) = 
{t} x B,(O) for each t E I. 
Thus we can define a mapping cp : B,(u) -+ Mfi&u)) by P(W) = F-V, Ml, 4) 
for w E B,(U), t E I, and 5 = (y’, y’ ,..., Ye) = (y”,y). (Note that (1,~) E (1) x 
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&(YZL( 1)) = K(YJlk1.) It is obvious that 9 is smooth since the mapping II, : BE(O) -+ 
l?u(l x B,(O)) defined by 
J+)(t) = (t&r) 
for 5 E BE(O), t E I, is smooth. Thus if Y is any smooth vector field on fiE(rU) it 
follows that the function from B,(u) to CF(I,g) defined by w +-+ bV(,)(Y o p(w)) 
is smooth. Here we use the fact that if Y is a smooth vector field on fiE(y,) then 
the mapping defined by p H Y o p, for ~1 E I’u(fic(yU)) is a smooth vector field on 
I’u(fiE(rU)). If Y is the vector field on B,(u) defined by Y(w) = Y(l,w) it follows that 
the mapping G(Y) is smooth since 
G(Y)(w) = k(Y(w)) 
= ~(l,,)(Y(I, 4) (identifications) 
= %(U,(l,(Y(V(W)(I))) 
= 4+U)(Y O Q+))(l) 
= evr @+)(Y 0 44)) 
for all w E BE(u). Here we use the fact that if w E BE(u), then $1,~) = (l,y(w)) so 
that v(w)(l) = g-r(l,y(w)) = (1,~). Finally b o serve that if X is any vector field on 
B,(U) then there exists a smooth vector field X on fiE(rU) such that X 1 fiE(yU)t=r 
may be identified with X. Indeed, if NE(yU) = I x BE(O) we define X(t,q) = X(q) 
for all (t,q)_ E I x BE(O). It follows that the mapping o(X) defined by w(X)(w) = 
w&(w)(x O eJ>)> is smooth and thus so is w. The theorem follows. 
Remark. Theorem 2.5 also holds for connections 2 defined on the bundle (7r&(P*M), 
P&M, 7i, Cr(I,G)). The proof requires little modification of the proof given above 
once one has Lemma 2.4 for elements of 7r&(P*M). 
We have obtained theorems characterizing which connections on PP + PM and 
r&(PM) ---) PZOM are induced by connections on P + M. We conclude this line of 
investigation by proving a similar theorem for the bundle n:, (L,,M) --f L,,M. 
Before getting into the statement of the theorem first observe that if Lz, is a connection 
on n& (L,, M) which is induced by a connection w on P then w also induces a connection 
Lj on n:, (PM) and, moreover, the restriction of & to T( 7rz,, (L,, M)) is precisely 5. Thus 
a connection i;, on K&(&M) has no chance of being induced by a connection on P 
unless it can be extended to a connection ij on 7r&(PM) which is itself induced by a 
connection on P. Consequently we have the result: 
Theorem 2.6. A connection ~2 on (n&(L,,M), L,,M, Cr(I,G)) is induced 
by a connection on P if and only if 6 has an extension 12 defined on 
(r&(PM), Pz,M, CF(I,G)) such that cjy,(Sr)(l) = LjyZ(&)(I) for all (rr,&) and 
(y2,S2) in T(?r&(PM)) such that yr(1) = yz(1) and 61(l) = 62(l). 
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Proof. The theorem follows easily from the remarks preceding the statement of the 
theorem and from Theorem 2.5. 
Remark. The last theorem merely “shifts the blame”. The new question one should 
ask is; when do connections on rzO (&,M) admit extensions to n& (PM) and which 
of those which admit extensions have the desired property stated in Theorem 2.5? We 
prefer to postpone an investigation of these matters to future work. 
Now that we have some idea how connections on the bundles PP, rz,(PM), 
n:, (L,,M) arise and how they compare to connections induced from connections on 
P we move on to consider the concept of curvature. We intend to define the cur- 
vature of a connection 2 on PP, 7r&(PM), or r&, (L,,M) by the usual formula: 
$&(Sr,&) = dcj,(hor&,hor&) h w ere hor 6; is the horizontal component of 6;, i = 1,2. 
For this definition to be meaningful we need a definition of dw. For completeness we 
clarify how exterior derivatives are defined. For a much more general context in which 
such ideas are discussed the reader should consult [6]. 
Let A4 be a Frechet manifold modelled on a Frkchet space F and let (Y be an f-valued 
k-form on A4 where & is some Frechet space. For each y E M, o(y) is a k-multilinear 
mapping from T,M x - - - x T,M into &. In case M is a Banach manifold one usually 
says cr is smooth if, for each chart 9 : U L M -+ F, the mapping cP : C+J( U) -+ Et(F, E) 
defined by cP(f)(fr,. . . , fk) = a(v-‘(f))(dy-‘(fi), . . . dv-‘(fk)) is smooth. When & 
and F are Banach spaces the set Li(F,&) of all alternating Ic-multilinear mappings 
on F to & is again a Banach space and the definition is meaningful. When & and 
F are general Frkchet spaces, Li(F,&) is not naturally a Frechet space even when 
k = 1. Thus we consider instead the mapping CP : p(U) x F x -. . x .F -+ & defined by 
o~(f,fl,**~ , _fic) = a(~-‘(f), dp-l(fi), . . . , dp-‘(frc)). If a’+’ is continuous and if, for 
fixed fr , f2, . . . , fk E .F the mapping 
is smooth then one may use [9, Corollary 3.4.41 to show that CP is smooth in the 
sense of [9]. 0 ne may then use this modification of smoothness and the arguments of 
Lang [14] to show that if da is defined as it is in [14, page 831 then da is an &-valued 
(k + l)-form on M such that in a chart 9 : U -+ 7, 
k+l 
It may then be shown that if o is smooth and Xr, X2,. . . , xk+l are smooth vector 
fields on the chart domain U, p : U + _F, then f c-) (da)p(f, X,“(f), . . . ,X:+,(f)), 
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f E q(U), is smooth and 
(d@)(f, X;(f), * - * 7 X,‘,,(f)> 
k+l 
= ~(-l)i-‘x,“(cP(xp,. . . ,Q,. . .,X,‘,,))(f) 
i=l 
+ C(-l)i+@(f, [XT, X,“](f), * * .Q<f>,. * * Gqf,, * * .X,“,,(f)). 
i<j 
Thus using these definitions one can show that the exterior derivative dw is a smooth 
C”“( I, g)-valued 2-f arm on PP and consequently one may define the curvature Do of 
w by the usual formula: 
(Dw),(&,&) = d,w(hor&,hor&). 
It now follows from [13, page 771 that 
Do = do + +[w, w] 
Theorem 2.7. Let (P, M, 7r, G) b e a principal fiber bundle and w any connection on 
P. Let x0 E M and ug E T-~(Q). If A is an arbitrary smooth C?(I) g)-walued l-form 
on P,,M, then there is a unique connection form 2 on x&,(PM) such that s:G = A 
where s, is the global section of n& (PM) --f PZ,M defined by requiring that s,(y) be 
the unique w-horizontal lift of y to uo. Conversely every connection 2 on r.&(PM) * 
PZOM arises as the pullback of a smooth mapping A : T(P,,M) + Cr(I, g) in this 
way. Finally if fi is the curvature of G then 
s;fi = dA + $[A, A]. 
Similarly connections 2 on K& (L,, M) are characterized by smooth mappings A from 
T( L,, M) into Cr(I, g) with a corresponding characterization of the curvature of G. 
The latter theorem is an obvious consequence of the fact that r&(PM) = 
s,(P,oM) x WI, G) is t rivial and so is not dignified by a proof. 
Recall that we have assumed that G c GZ(n, R) c gZ(n, R). Clearly G acts on gl(n,Iw) 
by left multiplication and G is an orbit of this action. 
Theorem 2.8. Let (P, M,n,G) b e a principal fiber bundle and w any connection on 
P. Let x0 E M, ug E r-l(xo), and let $jW : $,(PM) + C,“(I,gZ(n,R) be defined by: 
ffL(-d(t) = (Pexp JtwM4P~)-1 
0 
for y E ir& (PM), t E I. Then &, is a smooth equivariant mapping which maps all 
ofn&(PM) onto C,“(I,G) 2 Cr(I,gl(n,R)). Since the action of Cr(I,G) on itself 
(via left translation) is transitive it follows that $W is a generalized Higgs field ([24]). 
Also $;l(g) is a subbundle of rz,(PM) (2 is the identity in C,“(I,G)) and 4;‘(g) is 
precisely the set of ally E x:,(PM) w ic h h are w-horizontal Similarly $, 1 n& (L,, M) 
has analogous properties on n:, (L,, M). 
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Proof. We already know that if y E a&(PA4) then there is a S > 0 such that the 
mapping from Ss(y) 2 PP to C”(I,g) defined by p H w o fi is smooth. In fact it 
admits a factorization into smooth mappings: 
&(Y) - V%(Y)) - C”(Vfi&)) - CO”(~,B) 
p+--+ Ii - Tfi +-+ woT/Ii 
For more detail see the proof of Lemma 4 in [7]. It is not difficult to show that when 
these mappings are restricted to the appropriate domains they remain smooth and 
thus the mapping from &(y) n r&(PM) into Cr( I, g) defined by p + w o fi, p E 
S6(y) r~ rz,(PA4), is smooth. Moreover it follows from Lemma 1.7 above that the 
mapping from Cr(I,g) to Cr(1,G) defined by 77 H (Pexps: v(s)&)-’ is smooth. 
Thus & is smooth. 
Let y E rz,(pM) and g E C,“(I,G). It follows from [4, Theorem 3.3, page 221 that 
P exp J e’[s(s)%?(s))sIs) + s(s)%)1 ds 
= sw (p exp J’+/(s)) +(t) 
0 
for each t E I (actually one must take into account that our “time ordering” is opposite 
that of [4]). It follows that, for t E I, 
~l~(r - g)(t) =[p exp J’-‘($(r(++))) ds] -’ 
0 
= Pexp 
[ J t W(dR,(,)(j(S)) t 9(s)-% s)) ds] -l 
= [g(O)-’ [P exp jf 4?(s)) ds)g(t)] -’ 
= g(t)-* (P exp Jt u(+(s>) ds>-I 
0 
= [9-l * ?L(r>l(~>* 
Thus & is equivariant. Moreover &(sw(A)) = * f e or each X E pz,M. Conversely, if 
Y E r:,(PM) and &Jr) = i, then (Pexp $ w(y(s)) ds)-’ = e for all t E I. Thus if 7 
is the horizontal lift of 7r o y to ~0, then by Lemma 1.9 we have 
T(t) = 7(t)(Pexp~fwO) ds1-l = 7(t  
for each t E I. Thus y = 7 = S,(A o 7) and $,‘(i’) = s,(P,,,A4) is a submanifold of 
n:, (PM). The corresponding properties of $,,, ) x&(L~,,M) follow trivially. 
Remark. Both Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 hold on the bundle (r&(P*M), P&M, 
?i, CF(I,G)). Little modification of the proofs is required. It is also the case that a 
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weak version of Theorem 2.8 holds on the bundle (PP, ‘PM, i C”(I, G)). The mapping 
& is defined on PP by the same formula as in the statement of Theorem 2.8, but the 
left action of C”(I,G) on itself is defined by (g . u)(t) = g(t)u(t)g(O)-‘. The action 
Is transitive and clearly +J!J~ is equivariant. Moreover it is obvious that &Jr) = e for 
every horizontal curve. Conversely, if &,,(r) = e then P exp 6 w($(s)) ds = e for every 
t E I and differentiating we have (Pexp 1: w($(s)) ds)w($t)) = 0 or w($(t)) = 0 for 
all t E I. Thus 7 is horizontal and +!I;~(;) is the set of all horizontal curves in PP. We 
have not, however, addressed the question as to whether or not $I;‘(;) is a submanifold 
of PP. 
3. The Polyakov connection 
We mentioned in the introduction that we are interested in the applications of path- 
space geometry to physics. We do not yet have results which produce new physical 
insights but our results provide a framework which we believe more clearly reveals 
the mathematical structure of the important observation of Polyakov that “gauge fields 
with non-zero field strength (or curvature) in ordinary space define a chiral field with 
zero curvature in loop space”. In the following paragraphs we first describe that part 
of [21] which relates to this observation and show how it is reformulated in the present 
context. 
In [21] Polyakov considers a gauge field A defined in ordinary space M. He assumes 
the existence of a chart (cIY) on M relative to which A takes the form A = A, dxfi. If 
L,,M denotes the set of loops in M based at xu E h4, then he defines a function $ : 
L,,M -+ gZ(n,R) by the equation $(c) = Pexp Jt” A,(x(t))dxp/dtdt for c E L,,M. 
Polyakov now introduces the function Fp defined by 
us, 4 = sx,(q zw~-~(C). 
This function is the chira2 field determined by the gauge field A. The claim is that for 
an arbitrary gauge field A, the chiral field Fp has zero curvature in the sense that 
SF,@, c) _ 6Fv(s’, c) 
k@> sx,(s) + MS, 4, F&‘, 41 = 0. 
The variational derivative which occurs in the definition of Fp is defined by the 
equation 
67) = J 2a St/J --4x,(s) ds 0 hL(s) 
where S?l, is the variation of $. (Note that Polyakov’s paths are defined on the interval 
[0, 27r].) Since this type of derivative is also used in the zero curvature condition above 
it is useful to analyze its definition more carefully and to determine how it relates to 
standard derivatives of functions defined on the space L,, M of loops in M at xe. To 
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accomplish this we first analyze each part of the definition. Given a real-valued, vector- 
valued, or matrix-valued function $ on loop space the variation S$J of $ is taken to 
be the change in +(c) as c is varied in every possible direction in the loop space. More 
precisely, assume that c E L,,M and that X H CA, -c < X < c is a one parameter 
family of curves with co = c, then 
where t = d/dX(cx)]x,n E T,(L,,M). Thus (S+)(c) assumes the value d,$([) where 
< is an infinitesimal deformation of c E L,,Mo. Consequently S+ depends on [ and is 
simply another notation for the exterior derivative of the function $ : L,, M --f gl(n, JR). 
The variation Sz,(s) is a special case of this same idea. Indeed if s E [0,2x], then 
z~(s) : L,,M -+ R may be defined by x~(s)(c) = x~(c(s)) for each c E L,,M. Thus 
~(x~(s)) is the exterior derivative of this functional x~(s) : L,,M --f IR. We now define 
(s, c) I-+ ~$/SZ,(S)(C) to be the function from [0,2n] x L,, M to gZ(n, IR) which satisfies 
the identity 
for each [ E T,(L,,M), p rovided such a function exists. This variational derivative 
exists for the particular $ defined by the path-ordered exponential above and in fact 
Polyakov uses variational methods to show that 
where 
J 
s 
fl(s, c) = Pexp A@(t)) dt. 
0 
“(Pl)” 
This result is also derived in [7] using the formalism developed there. Our claim here 
and in [7] is that the chiral fields Fp(s,c) should be viewed as the components of a 
gauge field (Y on the loop space L,, M and that the curvature of the form Fp dx:, should 
be the same as the curvature of cr. Actually to obtain a form on L,, M we integrate 
out the dependence on s E [0,2n] to obtain the desired result. With this in mind define 
a differential form p(s) on L,,M by 
“( P2)” 
for each s E [0,2n], c E L,,M, I E T&&M). D e fi ne an exterior derivative formally 
by 
c@(s)) = -4&(4) * 444) 
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for each s E [0,2x]. It is easily shown that 
for all s E [0,27r], c E L,,M, [ E T,( L,,M). If o is defined by 
49 = 
I 
2?r P(s)40 ds 
0 
for c E L,, M, { E T,( L,, M) and its exterior derivative is given by 
(&o)(E;, 7) = Jzn W(4)&, 0s 
0 
for c E L,,M, 5, 7 E T,( L,,M), then one may show that 
‘L(P3)” 
dc4L 4 = I 2Tb@5(s))(t) dx,(s)(vl) +W’,Wh) dxpL(S)(t)I ds 0 
= JJ[ 2n 2a G,F,(s+) _ ‘tFv(“d 0 0 &pv(s’) I d XV (?( 1)) ds,(((s))ds’ds S 
It follows that 
S+c,)(s’)(@~+J(s) ds’ds. 
Clearly the Polyakov flatness condition holds iff da + [cx, c~] = 0 and so the chiral fields 
Fb satisfy the zero curvature condition iff o is a zero curvature connection on loop 
space. 
Obviously the calculations of the last paragraph are heuristic in nature but they help 
establish a link between Polyakov’s work and the exposition here. 
Note that all these computations took place on L,,M and not on a principal bundle 
P over M, yet we know that the proper arena for gauge theory is on P. On the other 
hand Theorem 2.7 tells us that even though it might appear that one needs special 
principal bundles P to justify working on L,, M rather than n&, P, in fact this is not 
so due to the triviality of 7rz0 P ---) L,, M. 
Let us now get back to the category of Frechet manifolds and to the problem of 
formulating Polyakov’s results in this context. Let (P, M, ?r, G) be any principal fiber 
bundle and let x0 E M, ug E T~~(zco). Given any connection o we have a section s, : 
Pz,,M + rGo(PM) and an equivariant mapping T+$,, : n&(pM) + Cr(I,G) as defined 
above which breaks the “symmetry group” CoQ5(1, G) of the bundle n&(‘PM) + Pzo M 
to the trivial group {Z}. Let 8~ denote the Maurer-Cartan form on the Lie group G 
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and let 0 denote the Maurer-Cartan form on C,“(I,G). Recall that for a E C,“(I,G) 
and 6 E T,(CoOO(l,G)), K(Wt) = (ec>,(t)(b(t)> f or each t E I. Define a connection 
LZ on 7r&(PiW) by requiring that & = G:(O) where &, is the mapping from n&(PM) 
to G E gZ(n,IW) defined by &Jr) = $~~(r)-’ for each y E 7r&(PM). Observe that 
y E Pz,,M and 6, E T.(‘P,,M) 
($i4&) = (IL 0 sw)*(o),(s,) = 0. 
Thus LJ is flat. To see how the Polyakov formulas (Pl), (P2), (P3) arise let S 
for 
be 
any section of 7rE,(PM) -+ Pz, M and let g : Pz,M -+ Cr(l,G) denote the smooth 
mapping such that i(r) = sw(r)g(r) for each y E Pz,AI. Since S:LJ = 0, 
~*(4Y = 9WQY9 
for y E PzO A4. But for any curve X I--+ ye, --E < X < E, such that yo = y we have 
for each t E I and 6 = (d/dX)yxlAzo E T,(Pz,M). By an argument similar to the proof 
of Theorem 3 of [7] we have 
where R is the curvature of w and V : I --+ G is defined by 
J 
1 
V(s) = P exp Q+(Y)‘(‘~L)) du 
for s E I. If we restrict zur attention to y E L,,M then we have that (5*5)(b)(l) is 
given by 
l (9(Y)%9(S))(l) = - 
/ 
Ad(W)-‘)W(-/)‘(s), &W)(s)) ds “( P4)“. 
0 
Formula (Pl) is precisely Polyakov’s formula (3.6) in [al] whereas (P2) is our formu- 
lation of that same chiral field as a differential form on path space. 
The equation (P4) is a rigorous form of (P3) which in turn is the integral of the 
“Polyakov differential form” (P2). Essentially we have integrated out the s dependence 
in order to obtain a connection form on loop space. Thus in the present context the 
“Polyakov connection” may be viewed as a mapping p from T(L,,M) into g defined 
by 
L%(b) = PW) = (s*%(W). 
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where ~2 is a connection on the loop bundle (n&(L,,M), L,,M, 7iu, Cr(I, G)) defined 
by LZ = r+!$O and where i is any smooth section of the loop bundle. It is natural to ask 
whether or not there exists some path bundle P over L,,M and a connection LZ on P 
such that the integrated Poyakov form o given by (P3) above may be identified with 
a mapping p as defined above. If such a bundle is to exist, then the structure group of 
that bundle would have to contain G as a subgroup as (P3) defines a g-valued form in 
general. On the other hand G is not a subgroup of C,“(I,G). There are G-subbundles 
of r*(L,,,M) however, namely 
PGP = hdY)g 1 Y E L&h g E G} 
where s, is the section of (r*(L,,M), L,,M, C”(I,G)) induced by a connection w 
on P. If S is a general section of (PGP, L,,M, G), then there exists a smooth function 
9 : L,,M ---f G such that S(y) = sJr)g(r) for all y E L,,M. Now Z(y), sw(r) 
are paths in P such that 9(y)(t) = su(r)(t)g(r) for all t E I and, moreover, s,(y) 
is w-horizontal. Thus 9(y) is also w-horizontal and w(S(y)‘(t)) = 0 for all t E I. It 
follows that Pexp s,” w($y)‘(u)) du = e = e2 and consequently if &,, : T*( L,,M) + 
C”(I, G) is defined by &(y)(t) = [Pexp(Jl w(+(u)) &)1-l, analogous to the definition 
of &, on n&(PM) in Theorem 2.5, then $w(r) = e for every y E T*(L,~M) and &, is 
constant. It follows that 4:O = 0 is not a connection on PGP. If this seems puzzling 
recall that on r:,(PM) the mapping 4, is essentially a projection of the trivial bundle 
PZO M x Cr(I, G) onto Cr(I, G) since &J4r)s> = g for (7,s) E PZ,M x C,“(I,G) 
whereas the argument above shows that on PG P = Pz,, M x G the modified +U is not 
a projection but is constant. Clearly if r : PGP + G is the projection r(sJr)g) = g 
then once again r*8G will be a flat connection on PGP but it is not induced by the 
path-ordered exponential mapping $,, and consequently is related to the holonomy of 
a connection w on P only through its relation to s,. To understand how the Polyakov 
formulas arise from a connection on a path space we introduce a definition. 
Definition. A connection ij on (n&(PzOM), Pz,M, 7i, C$)(I,G)) is uniform iff it 
satisfies the property that i&(b)(t) = &,(b)(l) for every (7,s) E T(r&(PzoM)) and 
t E I where rt(s) = y(ts) and St(s) = 6(ts) for each s E I. 
Proposition 3.1. If (P, M, T, G) is a principal fiber bundle and w is any connection on 
P, then the induced connection & on (n;, (Pz,, M), P,, M, 7i, C,““(I, G)) is uniform. Also 
the connection q?$( 0) is uniform as a connection on (K&(P~~ M), P,, M, ii, C,“(I, G)). 
Proof. That induced connections are uniform is an obvious consequence of the defini- 
tions. TO see that I$:@ is uniform notice that a simple change of variable in the integral 
defining &, shows that &(yt) = Q’,(Y)~ for y E K&(P~,,M) and t E I. It follows eas- 
ily that &,(~t) = d,(r) t is also true for all y, t. Moreover if 6 = d/dX(yx)jx,O is a 
tkngent vector to T&(‘P,,M) at y = yo then dyt&_J&)(s) = d/dX[~w((r~)t)(s)]lx=o = 
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~/~~(d’w(7x)(ts))(,=, = +bw@)(t~) = +,k.,(6)t(.s) for t E I, s E I. Thus 
(&Y%,(W) = o,w,,,,(d,,~,)(6,)(s) 
= (%w(w)(s) ((QkJ(W(4) 
for all t, s E I. The Proposition follows. 
It is now clear that the Polyakov formulas arise as the restriction to r&( L,,M) of 
the uniform connection 420 defined on ~&(PzOM). Generally all uniform connections 
on n&(P,,M) arise from g-valued functions on T(n&(P,,,M)) in the same way that 
the connection $20 may be regarded to arise from the function f : T(xE,,(P,,,M)) + g 
defined by f(r , 6) = (qzO),( S)( 1). 
Theorem 3.2. There is a bijection between the set of all uniform connections on 
(~&(%,W, %,M, f, C,“V,G)) and the set A(~~,(PzOM),g) of all mappings f : 
T(n&,(P,,,M)) + g such that 
(1) f is smooth, 
(2) f is equivariant, in the sense that Rzf = Ad(g(l)-‘)f for g E Cr(I,G), and 
(3) f(r,a;) = a(l) for a E C,-KG), Y E ~:,(%,W. 
Proof. For each uniform connection ij on 7rc0 (Pz,M) let f; be defined by f&(-y, 6) = 
~&(b)(l) = evr(cjy(6)). It is clear that f& is smooth. Moreover (R3;f;)(y,6) = LJ~,~(,,) 
(dyRS(S))(l) = [Ad(g-‘)(&(S))](l) = Ad(g(l)-‘)f;(y,b) for arbitrary (7,s) E 
T(K&(P~,M)). Finally f;(y, a;) = L,(u~)(l) = u(l) for each a E C,“(I,g). 
Thus we have a mapping from the set of uniform connections on nz, (PzOM) to 
4r:,(%,M), g). D fi e ne an inverse mapping from A(r&(‘P,,M), g) to the set of uni- 
form connections on 7r&(Px,,1M) by f I+ Ljj where Ljj is defined by (Cjf)Jb)(t) = 
f(yt, 6,) for arbitrary (y,6) E T(K&(P,,,M)) and t E I. 
We show that Ljj is a connection and that it is uniform. Clearly cjj satisfies the 
uniformity condition: (tij)-,,(&)(l) = f((yt)l,(&),) = f(yt,&) = (Ljf)Jd)(t) for each 
t E I. Also observe that for t E I, 
(R;+),(%) = (%&-V%(~))(t) 
= f(R,(-/)t> dyR#)t) 
= f(R,,(rt),d,,R,,(6t)) 
= (R;,f )h 4) 
= Ad(gt(l)-‘)fh,b) 
= Ad(s(t)-1)(4,(6)(t) 
= A@-‘)((W~(~))(t). 
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Finally for a E C,“(I,g) and t E I 
(+)&q(t) = f(%, (Q) = f(%, (4l;J = Q(l) = a(t). 
Thus to show that 3f is a connection on 7r&(Pz,,M) we have only to show that Ljf is 
smooth. Observe that Ljf admits a factorization 
where CY is defined by a(r,s)(t) = (rt, St) for (y,6) E Z’(~~,,(Pl,M)), t E I and where 
p(c) = f o Q for cr E C”(I,T(n~O(Pz,M))). It follows from Hamilton [9] page 91 that 
/3 is smooth. Once we show a is smooth it will follow that Ljf is smooth and thus cjf 
will be a connection. 
In order to show o is smooth it is useful to first show that the mapping p : 
K&(P~~M) ---f C~(~,K&,(P,,,M)) defined by ~(p)(t) = p o mt is smooth where 
p E n;, (PzOM) = P,,P, t E I, and mt : I + I is defined by mt(s) = ts. Ob- 
serve that C’~(~,X&(P~~M)) = C,“(I,PU,P) is the set of smooth maps f : I + PuoP 
such that f(0) = 6, where 60 is the constant function on I with value ue. Thus we 
must clarify what manifold structure is given to C,““(I,‘p,,P). Following Hamilton [9, 
page 851 we identify Cr(l,P,,,P) with I’e(1 x PuoP), the set of sections of the trivial 
bundle B z I x lpzLo P. For X E I’eB we define a bundle neighborhood 1/‘B(X(I)) of X(I) 
in B by 
V&(I)) = U&7) I t E 1, Y E xvo(~))) 
where Sy(Xu(t)) = &(X0(t)) n Pu,P and where A(t) = (t,&(t)) for all t E I. We see 
that 
(1) V&A(1)) is open in B, 
(2) hdx(I)) + I is a fiber bundle over I and, 
(3) I’~(VB(A(~))) is open in FOB. 
The sets Io(VB(X(I))) 11 wi serve as the domains of charts of IYoB. We now construct 
the sets which will serve as the range of such charts. For 70 E PUO P recall that 
K(iio) = {(t, 4 I t E 1, 2, E q,pp, L7rjo(t)(% 4 < E21 
and that UE(@e) is open in the bundle space of the vector bundle VT,,P -+ I. Since 
U,(?je) is a bundle neighborhood of the zero section in VT,,P, ro(U,(ij~)) is open in 
I’o(VT,,P). Define &(A) by 
~(4 = {(Us) I t E I, b. E rouEGGi~. 
The sets I’o(U,(X)) ‘11 wr serve as images of charts on l?oB. Notice that the set L&(X) is 
an open subset of the vector bundle over I whose total space is 
1 xx Io(TxP) E {(Go) I t E 1, 60 E ro(VTx,(t)P)}. 
This vector bundle has as fiber over t E I the infinite dimensional Frechet space 
ro(VTxo(t~P). It is clear however that its space of sections I’e(l XX ro(VTxP)) is in 
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fact another Frechet space and I’e(ZA,(X)) is o en in this space. The charts on ruB are p 
then the set of maps of the form 
AA : ro(Gl(w))) -+ ro(K(q 
where h(p)(t) = (t, QA,(~)(PO(~>>>, x(t) = (t, Ao(~)), ~u(t> = (6 PO(~)), t E 1 and 
c,(t) : cwow ---) rovuXFj)) 
is the standard chart on PU, P at A,(t) E Puo P. 
This family of charts (I’u(V~(X(I))), AX) is th e manifold structure we choose for r. B. 
We now check to see that p is smooth at some y E reB. Choose charts (S$O(y), a?) at 
y E PUo P and (V~(p(y)(l)), Apty)) at p(y) E CF(I, Puo P) = I’OB. Consider the local 
coordinate representative A,(,) o p o a_, ml of p at y. For S E ro(UE(y)) let p = Q;l(S), 
then (A,(,) 0 P 0 Q;‘)(S) = Ap(&@)) and A,(,)W))(t) = (6 %(,)O(t)(&44t)) 
where p(p)(t) = (t,p(p)Jt)), t E I. But p(p)(t) = p o mt which we denote by pt. Thus 
(AptyJ o p o @y’)(S)(t) = (t, a_(~~)) for t E I. Since G?(p) = S an examination of the 
definition of Gr shows that +?(pt) = 6t = S o mt for each t E I. Thus Apt71 o p o a;’ is 
the mapping from re(U,(y)) to re(&(p(y))) defined by 6 H i where 6(t) = (t, St) for 
t E I. This is the restriction to I’e(UE(r)) of a similarly defined mapping 6 H s” from 
r,(vT,p) to ro(l xptr) r,(vT,(,)p)). It is easy to show that this mapping is linear 
and continuous and consequently is smooth. It follows that p : Puo P -+ CF(I, Puo P) 
is smooth. 
To show that Q is smooth observe that if u H yU, -_c < ‘u. < c, is a curve through 
YO = Y E Puo P and 6 = d/du(yu)lu=~ E T,(Puo P) then 
for s E 1. Since &p(S) E T,(,)(C,“(I,PUo P)) and T,(y)(Cr(I, PUoP)) = 
ro(p(y)*(T(PuoP))), the tangent mapping Tp of p, which maps T(‘P,,P) to 
Wl?(L PUOP)), may be regarded as a smooth mapping from T(PUo P) into 
Cr(I, T(PuoP)). Indeed the mapping c : T(C,“(I, Puo P)) + C,“(I,T(P,,P)) de- 
fined by C(Y, b)(s) = (Y(s),~(s)), s E 1, is smooth (here 6 E T,(C,““(I,PuoP)) 
is identified with an element of ro(y*(T(PuoP))) so that S(s) E T,(,)(PUo P) and 
(y(s), S(s)) E T(IP,,P) for each s E I). Thus a(y, 6) = c((Tp)(y,S)) for arbitrary 
(~4 6 ~(RJ=) d an (Y = co Tp. Thus o is smooth and the theorem follows. 
Remark 1. It follows from the last theorem that uniform connections on 
(Pu,P, P&4 +, G?(& G)) may be characterized in terms of g-valued maps on 
T(PUoP). In particular any connection ~2 on (a~o(L,oM), L,,M, 7i, (?,“(I, G)) which 
has an extension to a uniform connection on (PUo P, P,,M, 7i, C,“(I, G)) can be char- 
acterized by a member of the family of mappings d(Puo P,g). Clearly the Polyakov 
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“connections” are in this class as are also the class of induced connections. Any con- 
nection ~3 on rzO (L,, M) which admits an extension to a uniform connection on PUO P 
is determined by its corresponding function (7,s) I-+ G(S)(l) even though the paths 
7t = 7 o ml do not project to loops and thus are not in n&(,&M). We have not at- 
tempted to characterize the class of connections on K&(L,~M) which are determined 
by g-valued maps on T(n$(L,,M)) although the problem clearly is of interest and 
may be the focus of future work. 
Remark 2. Although the Polyakov connection and all induced connections are uni- 
form it is obvious that not all connections are uniform. Indeed if & is a uniform con- 
nection on the based path bundle rz,(PM) + IP3J,,M and if 9 is a nontrivial diffeo- 
morphism of I, then generally the connection ~3 defined by &y(6) = L+~(6 o y) is not 
uniform. In particular if ij is induced by a connection w on P, then one can produce a 
curve 7 in P, a nonvanishing vector field 6 along 7, and a diffeomorphism cp of I such 
that for some 0 < tr < tz < 1, cp(tl) = tz, 6(tl) is w-horizontal, and a(&) is vertical. If 
13 were uniform we would have, for t E I, 
+(fp(t))(ww) = ~rr((p(l))vw1N) = %(l)(W)) = %(qw) 
and consequently. that 0 = w,(t,)(6(tl)) = ur(t2)(6(tz)) contrary to the fact that S(ts) is 
nonzero and vertical. Thus L?’ is generally not uniform. It seems to the author that most 
connections on path space will not be uniform. In the case that P z A4 is trivial one has 
a global section (T of P 5 h/l which induces a section s, of r&(PM) + z),,M defined 
by ~~(7) = cr o 7, 7 E pZ,M. It is not difficult to show that 5 is a uniform connection 
on 7r&(PIM) iff A, := ~~2 has the property that (A,),(S)(t) = (A,)Yt(St)( 1). Although 
the author has expended little effort along these lines it seems reasonable to conjecture 
that the set of all maps A : T(F’z,M) --+ C,“(I, g) which satisfy the property Ay(S)(t) = 
AYl(&)(l) for (7,s) E T(P,,,M), t E 1, is small in the set of all maps from T(‘P,,M) 
to CF(I,g) 1 t re a ive to some appropriate topology or measure. 
The question might also arise as to whether induced connections and connections of 
the Polyakov type exhaust the class of all uniform connections. It seems to be unlikely 
that this is true, but matters such as this have not been addressed by the author and 
await future development. 
Conclusions. As was mentioned in the introduction it is hoped that this work will 
provide a basis for certain investigations in physics. The bundles pU,, P and nzO (L,, M) 
seem to have already been useful in some contexts. In many papers in physics such 
as [lo] and [21] g eometric phase integrals are formulated in terms of gauge potentials 
on space-time. Yet it is clear that one wishes to consider all paths initiating at some 
point ~0 of space-time, not just those which lie in the domain of a local trivialization of 
the principal bundle over space-time on which the gauge fields are rigorously defined. 
Theorem 1.10 shows that the based path space of a principal bundle is globally the 
product of the based path space of the base space and the based path space of the 
structure group of the bundle even though the bundle P itself is not trivial. Thus, in 
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sense we have justified working with gauge potentials on the based path space of 
space-time rather than on the based path space of a principal bundle over space-time. 
Another consequence of our paper is that it opens the door to other possible exploita- 
tion of connections on path spaces other than those induced by connections on P. We 
have developed the basic ideas regarding connections on bundles whose elements are 
paths in P which lie over the 1) the manifold of all paths in a spacetime 44, 2) the 
manifold of all paths in spacetime based at zn E M, and 3) the manifold of all loops 
in spacetime based at xo E M. In each case we have characterized those connections 
induced by connections on P. The question of interest is whether or not there exist 
connections on these path-bundles which are not induced by connections on P, but 
zohich are of physical interest. Clearly the “Polyakov connection” is one such connec- 
tion, but are there others? The author does not know of such at the present. There are 
generalized connections defined on generalized path manifolds which have appeared 
in studies relating to Ashtekar’s new approach to gravity (see [15]), but they are not 
connections of the type introduced here. It may be that some nontrivial relation exists 
between these generalized connections and the connections introduced here but if so it 
is not obvious to the author at this time. Other questions one might pose are concerned 
with whether or not there are better ways to model monopoles or instantons using con- 
nections on K& (L,, M) rather than connections on P. Certainly many authors have 
already addressed such questions on loop spaces of Lie groups (see [17] and [20]). 
Finally consider briefly the geometrical arena of string theory. Strings should be 
represented by parameter-independent paths in a space-like hypersurface M of some 
spacetime manifold. We have found in [7] that one way to obtain a manifold structure on 
the set of all parameter-independent paths requires us to consider parametrized paths y 
in M such that +(t) # 0 f or all t E I. If, as above, we denote the set of all such paths by 
P*M, then in [7] we show that there is a Frkchet manifold structure on P*A4 which 
is different from the one induced on P*M when viewed as an open subset of PM 
as described in this paper. Moreover this structure has the property that it induces a 
manifold structure on P*M/V where 2, is the group of orientation preserving diffeomor- 
phisms of I. Since two paths in P*M are D equivalent iff one is a reparametrization 
of the other, we regard elements of P*M/D as parameter-independent paths in M. 
Not only is it shown in [7] that P*M/V is a Frechet manifold it was also shown that 
P*M --+ P*M/D is a principal fiber bundle with group the FrQchet Lie group ‘D. 
If one is to study gauge fields on the space of strings then perhaps one should have 
available a differentiable structure for the set of parameter-independent paths in an 
arbitrary principal bundle P over M. After some effort we are convinced that even if 
one uses a Kaluza-Klein type metric on P the structure on P*P introduced in [7] fails 
to give a manifold structure on r*(P*M) in such a way that r*(P*M)/D --f P*M/V 
is a principal bundle. Thus the set of parameter-independent paths in P is not obvious- 
ly a principal bundle with base space the set of parameter-independent paths in M. 
Even a cursatory analysis reveals that in this context C”(I, G) could no longer be the 
structure group as one may have ~1, p2 E P*M such that ~1 N ~2 (modD) and yet for 
some a E C”(I, G), ~1 . a + pa . a (mod2)). This seems to eliminate the techniques of 
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[7] as being applicable to this particular problem. 
On the other hand notice that if we use the structure of P*M described in the 
present paper then it is easily seen that one can have ~1 E P*M, c > 0, and cp E D such 
that ~1 o cp 6 S,(p). Th us b asic open sets are not saturated and the quotient topology 
on P*M/V is somewhat pathological. One way out would be to represent the space 
P*M/D by choosing one element out of each equivalence class and make this set of 
representatives into a Frechet manifold. We have a way of doing this but the proofs take 
us far afield and so will be postponed to a future work. To briefly describe what we have 
done consider a manifold M and a positive definite Riemannian metric g on M. Let 
A(P,&M) denote the set of all based paths in M which have nonzero velocity vectors, 
and which are parametrized with respect to arclength. For 7a E d(P&,M) consider the 
chart domain Sc(ya) about 7a as an element of P&M. Restrict the corresponding chart 
to S,(r,) r~ d(P& M). The set of all such charts define a Frkchet manifold structure 
on d(P&M) relative to which the inclusion i : d(P& M) ct P&M is smooth. I do 
not know that d(P&M) is a Frechet submanifold in the strong sense, but it is in this 
weak sense just described. Consider the mapping Q from P&M to d(P&, M) defined 
by ~1 H ~10 44-l where ‘p : P&M + 2, is defined by 
for p E P*M, t E I. Here I(p) is the length of p relative to g. The mappings 1, cp, V 
are all smooth mappings. Moreover each equivalence class of P*M(modD) contains 
precisely one element of d(P& M). Th us we may identify PZ,, M/D with d(P& M) and 
in this way obtain a Frkchet structure on PZ, M/V. Consequently, we have two principal 
bundles n:,, (PC,, M) + P&, M and P&M + P&M/V where P.&M as it appears in 
both bundles has the structure developed in this paper. Consequently we have a Frdchet 
manifold of parameter-independent paths in a space-like slice of spacetime and thus 
can make the space of strings into a manifold. The paths in P are not parameter- 
independent but may not need to be as they are in some sense not physical. Gauge 
theory on string space is a double layer affair with first a choice of gauge in P,& M --f 
P,& M/D to fix parameters on all the strings and then a choice of gauge in ri, (P& M) + 
P*M to fix gauge information contained in P. Clearly much more needs to be done, 
but as we said before, we prefer to defer further comments to a future work. 
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